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Capraro Wins 
Top.Frosh 
"Office As 
. 
49% Vote 
by Toni Seger 
Wednesday, November 1 -
Ithaca College's freshman class 
voted today to elect their class 
officers. Six parties ran candi-
; "tlates - a hopeful indication of 
student interest and involvement 
by the freshman. 
The voter turnout of 49% 
showed a rise from previous 
years, but still left much to be 
desired in the eyes of Student 
Body Vice-President Skip . Pen-
! nela and newly elected Freshman 
I President Thomas Capraro. 
Mr. Pannella expressed pleas-
ure at the enthusiasm of the in-
volved parties and the manner in 
• which they ran their campaigns. 
I "Student government is al-
f. ays interested in new people 
· with new ideas, Mr. Pennela ex-
plained.· "Our hope is that those 
candidates who were defeated do 
not lose contact with student 
government in the future." 
Measures against the above 
have already been taken. All de-
feated candidates will be re-
ceiving letters requesting their 
participation of a special ad-
visory council to the Freshman 
Executive Board':-
Mr. Capraro bas already sched-
•tllled meetings with the Fresh-
man Advisory Board and Stu-
Tom Capraro 
dent Congress. His plans for the 
future include a freshman news-
letter, a freshman sponsored 
weekend, and a toy drive for 
needy children at Christmas. 
"We are looking for ways that 
will require the participation of 
the entire freshman class," said 
Mr. Capraro. "After the pub-
licity given to this election, the 
only conclusion that can be 
reached is apathy is a stro}lg 
factor in the freshman class. 
Hopefully, this trend will be re-
versed." 
Cornell:and Ithaca 
Students Arrested 
As Flower Children 
Thirteen Cornell University 
and' Ithaca College students, 
ranging in age from 16 to 25, 
ere arrested in the City Ceme-
tery, 133 University Ave., be-
tween· 10 and 10:30 p.m. Tuesday 
and charged with violating the 
City ·Charter by loitering among 
the grave stones. 
Two boys plead guilty this 
morning in City Court and were 
fined $10. 
The remainder asked for an 
~djournment. 
• 1' Fined _ were Arnold · M. Savo-
lainen, 17, and Richard P. Beck, 
16, both of University Halls, Cor-
nell University. 
Patrolman Thomas V. Scag. 
lione said they were walking be-
tween the grave stones carrying 
a vase of flowers and incense. 
When asked what they were 
doing, they told him they were 
Flower Children, according to 
Scaglione. 
Those asking for an adjourn-
ment to obtain a lawyer were: 
Edmond A. Burzcki, 19, Steven 
E. Cragan Jr., 21, Aobert E. 
Wertz, 20, and Ch~les Shafron, 
25, all of Pi Kappa Alpha fra-
ternity, 17 South Ave., Cornell; 
Patricia Clancy, 19, Rene De. 
Jesus, 17, Judith M. Marsilio, 20, 
and Kathleen Douglas, 20, all of 
Clara Dickson Hall, Cornell, Su-
san Cox, 16, of Ithaca College; 
and Wilfred W. Wege, 20, of 200 
Lower Creek Rd., Etna. 
The acceptance of proposals one and il'en 
leave eight to go. The Ithacan lists the re-
maining eight as a reminder we have CD Bo~g 
way yet to go, ori page four. 
Ithaca, New York Friday, November 3, 1967 
Dro Dillingham Accept§ 
First and Tenth Proposals 
Busy Parents 
Weekend Called 
A Success 
by Barbara Stein 
Ithaca, Oct. 27 -Two thousand 
people arrived on campus, pre-
dominantly parents of Frosh. This 
· is the largest group that has 
come to the weekend in the his-
tory of Ithaca College. The week-
end is run by Delta Sigma Pi 
and Rho Mu Theta. The adminis-
trative coordinator is Mr. Parker 
Hanna, the new advisor of the 
Ithacan. 
The parents register in the 
Union where they sign a guest 
register, buy Ithacan subscrip-
tions, and look at Mr. deAu-
guero's beautiful art exhibit. The 
parents then go to the Frosh 
football game, which we lose 
Manlius 35. 0. 
Friday night one half of the 
parents go to the concert with 
Walter Beeler conducting, which 
is excellent. The other half go 
to see "Tevya and His Daughters," 
a full dress rehearsal of the 
play. Saturday night both per-
formances are repeated. After-
wards, the parents go to their 
motels where tJiey get to know 
their sons and daughters. Some 
of these motels are as far away 
as Elmira, Binghamton, or Cort-
land. 
Saturday morning, bright and 
early at 10:00 in the South Hill 
gymnasium, they listen to a dis-
cusion between the faculty and 
students concerning the ten 
points in last week's Ithacan edi-
torial. Moderator is Provost Rob-
ert Davies. Representing the 
faculty are Dr. Harold Emery, 
Dr. John Harcourt, Dr. Alvin 
Knepper, and Dean John Brown. 
Representing the students are 
Alex Block, editor of the Ithacan, 
Jess Nadelman, President of the 
Egbert Union Board, Dan Karson, 
Chairman of Student Congress, 
and Carol Farnoff, a Senior in 
Physical Education. The discus-
sion is an interesting dialogue of 
student proposals. Some of the 
reactions to this dicussion are, 
"I thought that it was pretty 
good." "It was a little radical." 
"Having teachers come to the 
dorms is a little ridiculous." 
"How can I get involved?" "This 
college is more progressive in 
its ideas than I thought it was." 
After the discussion, the parents 
are able to meet the faculty mem-
bers. 
In the afternoon there is a foot-
ball game against C. W. Post in 
which the Bombers lose 27-14. 
The largest crowd in the history 
of South Hill field appear for this 
game. Most of the crowd stay for 
only the first half of the game 
because it is rainy and cold. 
Some of the parents are at the 
WICB studio observing the pro-
duction of a television show. They 
are able to observe their sons and 
daughters perform, be camera-
men, direct, or work in the con-
trol room. 
Saturday after the game there 
is a reception in the Tower Club 
'for the parents and their sons and 
duaghters. The House Council of 
West Tower sponsors this very 
successful event. 
The general reactions to Parents 
weekend were good. 
Communications Symposia 
Reset For April 18th 
The Ithaca College department 
of Radio and Television, under 
the chairmanship of Dr. Ronald 
Nicoson bas announced that the 
symposium on communications 
scheduled for later this month 
will be held the week of April 
18th. 
Stanton of CBS, and Fr:ed Friend-
ly, noted communications author, 
The rescheduled symposia will 
include both of these men, and 
also Mr. Douglas Edwards, Dr. 
Carol Newsom, and Mr. Rod 
Serling. 
The symposium, a part of the Mr. Edwards, whose son at-
celebration of the college's 75th tends the college, was on campus 
year, was to have featured Frank last week during the parents 
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weekend celebration at which 
time he was interviewed over 
WICB television. He holds the 
honor of having been, and pres-
ently being the longest continu-
ous network newscaster. 
Dr. Newsom, father of Walter 
Newsom (assitant to the dean of 
art and sciences), is a college 
trustee, and a vice president at 
Radio Corporation of America in 
charge of education. 
Also present will be the col· 
leges celebrated visiting profes-
sor, and award winning writer 
Mr. Rod Serling. 
President Howard Dillingham 
on Tuesday afternoon approved 
two of the first ten proposals 
set forth by last week's Ithacan 
in conjunction with Student 
Government. 
The first point accepted by the 
colleges president was formation 
of a Campus Life Committee, 
which many people on and off 
the campus consider a giant step 
forward in student - faculty - ad-
ministration relations. 
The second point accepted by 
the president was the method of 
selecting members for these com-
mittees. Membership will be 
baesd on interest, not on seniority 
or position. 
Peter Burrell, president of 
student government, commenting 
on the administrative approval 
of these steps, said: "The exec-
utive committee is very enthusi-
astic over the president's appro-
val. At present many students, 
administrators and faculty do 
not as yet realize the effect this 
commission could have on the 
college community, primarily as 
a communications link between 
the three groups to discuss any-
thing or everything that occurs 
on this campus." 
The commission will be made 
up of fifty percent students and 
fifty percent administration and 
faculty. This will mean six to 
eight from tre other two groups. 
Dr. Dillingham bas instructed 
Provost Robert Davies to imple-
ment the proposals on behalf of 
the faculty and administration, 
while the students will be or-
ganized by Mr. Burrell. Interest-
ed individuals are requested to 
contact either of these men. 
One of the opening items on 
the new committee's agenda will 
be a discussion of the Inter-
visitation Committee's report 
that was approved by the Stu-
dent Congress at the Tuesday 
evening meeting. 
The committee suggested visit-
ing privileges in the dorms by 
members of the opposite sex at 
posted hours, such as from one 
in the afternoon until curfew on 
Friday and Saturday evenings. 
Public Funds 
N eededl To Save 
Private Education 
President Warns 
If higher education is not to 
become mass education, more 
public funds must be provided 
for private colleges and univer-
sities, Howard Dillingham, presi-
dent of Ithaca College, warns in 
his annual report now being dis-
tributed to alumni, educators 
and friends of the College. 
"There is reason to believe that 
the clamor of American youth 
for a greater voice in higher edu-
cation is not so much against 
data processing machines and 
large lecture balls as such," he 
said, "but rather reflects their 
justifiable fear that in education, 
as in many other areas of our 
qational life, the individual is 
being relegated to the role of a 
statistic." 
He pointed· out that "a student 
at Ithaca College is respected not 
because of bis potential contribu-
tion to the American economy, or 
because he represents a voter in 
the public system but because--
in and of himself-he is justi-
fied in seeking a better way of 
life." 
"During these times when the 
future of private education is be-
ing questioned we still believe 
that the fundamental aspirations 
of humanity can best be achieved 
by educational systems which of-
fer a choice of opportunities for 
personal fulfillment in a crea-
tive environment." 
But, be said, "as tuition, fees, 
and living expenses continue to 
go up it appears that private edu-
cation in the future will become 
a luxury unless means can be 
found to provide more public 
assistance." 
Commenting on the changes 
which are occurring in the financ-
ing of higher education, Presi-
dent Dillingham noted that until 
fairly recent times the history 
of higher education was princi-
pally a history of private educa-
tion supported by private phi-
lantrropy. Now, he said, public 
institutions ''with their easier ac-
ccssability to the public purse" 
are tending to dominate higher 
education. 
He concluded: "We must do all 
we can to preserve that great 
diversity of accredited institu-
tions which permits the individ-
ual a choice in the selection of 
the program and the environment 
which he believes can contribute 
most effectively to his personal 
goals. 
"Private higher education 
operates in the public interest 
and is as much a public concern 
and responsibility of public 
higher education. It is, therefore, 
deserving a much larger measure 
of support from the public 
purse." 
Ithaca College is observing its 
75th Anniversary Year with a 
series of lectures, concerts, ex-
hibits and symposia based upon 
a theme of "Personal Fulfillment 
in a Creative Environment." At 
a convocation on October 6, the 
College dedicated an entire new 
campus, constructed since 1960 
and designed for a resident, un-
dergraduate enrollment of 3,(!,00. 
Begun as a Conservatory of Mu-
sic, the College now offers over 
30 curricula, covering profes-
sional fields, the liberal arts, and 
the sciences. 
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Garzouzi P1re e:," Registration 
Attends Middle P1iocedures Made 
Theodore Bickel, Ian and Sylvia . 
Head Fall Weekend· Concert East Conf ereID1ce O o <> 
Profess~~ ~~:ry~a:~:zi of the S1n1ple This Spnng 
Economics Department of Ithaca 
College recently took part in the 
twenty-first annual conference of 
the Middle East Institute. The 
conference took place September 
29 and 30 at Georgetown Univer-
sity in Washington, D.C. 
The conference c e n t e r e d 
around the theme "Horizons in 
Science and Technology." The 
topic was discussed in three 
panels that represented different 
sides of the question - govern-
mental, educational and indus-
trial. Professor Garzouzi said the 
conference was an attempt "to 
try to reconcile all opinions and 
aspects" of the questions in a 
rational atmosphere where "both 
sides of the fence are repre-
sented." 
When queried on the present 
Middle East situation, Professor 
Garzouzi, a native of Lebanon, 
replied that the war was the re-
sult of politics. She said that the 
main concern of the delegates at 
the conference was to "do some-
thing for the refugees" of the 
war who have been left home-
less and without resources. 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
~yluau Jlills 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
272-6171 
a.osm SUNDAYS 
The preregistration procedures 
this Fall indicate a greatly facili-
tated registration in January. Mr. 
Walter Newsom has predicted 
that with student cooperation pre-
registration can result in leisure-
ly student advisor appointments, 
carefully planned and more satis-
fying academic schedules. And 
registration in the Spring will 
take up a minimum amount of 
time and be more relaxing. 
Each school has its own sched-
uling of appointments but gen-
erally everyone follows the same 
plan as does the School of Arts 
and Sciences. 
Preregistration date is Novem-
ber 7. All students first pick up a 
student IBM punched card at the 
Registrar's office. They must all 
see their advisors to work out 
their academic schedule for the 
spring semester. Students then 
will pick up IBM course in-
formation cards in the Union 
Recreation Room. It is important 
that the approved schedule be 
signed or initialled by the ad-
visors. If it is not, no card will be 
handed out for these courses. 
If students wish to change 
sections after obtaining th e 
course cards they must receive 
written permission from the de-
partmental chairmen. The chances 
of changing courses, etc. at the 
last minute, i.e. during January: 
registration, will be very low. 
These changes will be made at 
the'school's convenience, with the 
risk of no success. Students who 
change sections without per-
mission will be removed from the 
lists. 
All students who preregister 
successfully will be guaranteed a 
seat in their desired classes. Stu-
dents are urged to meet with ad-
viors soon and to talk over sched-
ules. The time for preregistration 
is November 7. So plan ahead! 
Registration itself will be January 
15th. 
Due to illness Otis Redding bas who admired Theo's work in one I Not only the Times' formidable , 
informed the IFC that he will of these plays, offered him the critic, but connoisseurs of folk 
not be able to perform in concert part of Mitch in "A Streetcar music throughout the Uriited 
for Fall Weekend. Upon receiv- Named Desire." States and Canada1 have been 
ing formal notice of the cancel- Many pictures followed in rapid charmed by the honesty, the 
lation the committee set to work, succession, among them "!Moulin poignancy, the genuine musical 
not to find just a replacement for Rouge," "Never Let '.Me Go," ''The ability and the scope of Ian and 
the concert, but for entertain- Colditz Story," "The Pride and Sylvia. , 
ment which would IMPROVE the the Passion," "The Enemy Be- At a time when everyone who 
whole week-end. The performers low," "Fraulein," "The Defiant owns a guitar is trying to get in 
available for that week-end made Ones," "I Want to Live," and "A on the folk music windfall, Ian 
it necessary for IFC to change Dog of Flanders." His most re- and Sylvia stand high above the 
the theme of Fall Week-end. With cent film is "My Fair Lady". crowd by virtue of the integrity 
the recent concerts of Soul at Bikel first appeared in the and good sense inherent in their 
Cornell and the Soul Company United States in 1954 at the bid- every musical presentation. They 
performing both Friday and Sat- ding of producer Herman Shum- have the invaluable ability to., 
urday nights, the Council decided lin (who had never met Theo but judge what is good and what is 
to change the mood of the con- bad seen him in "The Little Kid- not. They have the patience and 
cert. The mood is Folk; the sound nappers") in "Tonight in Samark- enthusiasm to experiment with a 
of war, peace, freedoms, and and" on Broadway. His character- song that "seems right" for them 
rights. The IFC Fall Week-end ization was praised by the critics until their voices, their accom-
commitee is proud to announce as "a rare gem of brilliant act- paniment, their pacing, their 
the appearance of Theodore Blkel ing.'' His performance in ''The emotions, each assume their 
and Ian & Sylvia In Concert on Rope Dancers" was called "su- tenuous balance in an artistic 
Saturday, November 11, 1967. perb" by Brooks Atkinson of the unity. The singer is foolhardy 
With performances from the' New York Times, a hard man to who copies a number from, Ian 
Soul Company, Cayuga Waiters, please. and Sylvia. They cannot be 
Ian & Sylvia, and Theodore Bikel Leading parts on television matched. Their repertoire of Eng. 
the Fall Week-end becomes a came in a variety of roles. Theo lisb and American clasic ballad~~ 
Kaleidoscope of entertainment; played a Chinese crook, the dean mountain music, Negro blues, 
Kiely Wins Race 
In Mock Election 
something for everyone. With the of an American University, a cowboy ballads, and French Can-
change in entertainment there Scottish police officer, a French adian material is faultless. 
will be a change in the price of tax evader, a Czech MVD interro- They can infuse their own per-
the week-end ticket to $7.00, a gator, a psychopathic killer, .and sonalities into the rendition of a 
low price for the quality of the an old Greek peanut vendor, all song, thus giving it life, without 
shows which will be seen and these varying in age from 25 to ever intruding to the point where 
heard during the week-end. 85. He has starred on virtually they would distract attention 
Tickets will be on sale in the every major dramatic show on fl'!)m, the essential value of the 
Union Lobby starting Monday television including, U.S. Steel, song. And Ian and Sylvia are 
by Ann Dragonette morning. The Fall Week-end Studio One, Kraft Theatre, Alcoa young, young enough to find a 
Jack Kiely, the Democrat-Lib- oralty race was first conceived of Booklet will be released around Theatre, Naked City, GE Theatre, direct rapport with their college 
eral candidate, was elected mayor by Dr. Alvin Knepper, a political the 3rd of November. People Playhouse 90, Alfred Hitchcock age followers who seek in folk 
of Ithaca in a mock election held science professor at Ithaca Col- make a week-end possible, people Presents, Hallmark Hall of Fame, music reassurance of the basic 
at Ithaca College on Thursday, lege. Dr. Knepper then turned his make a week-end a success. Dupont Show of the Month, values of American life. 
October 26. The students partici- idea over to eight of his students Theodore Bikel is an actor, Wagon Train, The Dick Powell ·Both Ian Tyson and Sylvia 
pating cast 58% of their votes who organized and held the elec- folksinger, guitarist, author, lee- Show, East Side/West Side and Fricker are Canadians. Both wer~ 
for Kiely, defeating bis Republi- tion. Acting as moderator, Dr. turer, photographer, politician, Dr. Kildare, among others. • • successful performers in their 
can opponent, the incumbent Knepper opened the election by linguist and raconteur. Theo's energy seems as limit- own right before they met and 
mayor of Ithaca, Hunna Johns, registering all participants as In recognition of his remark- less as his talent. To him, U.S. sang together in a Toronto coffee 
who received 41 % of the ballots voters of the city of Ithaca. He able talents, Bikel was cast as citizenship is an earnest commit- house. 
cast. The remaining 1 % were then surrendered the stand to Mary Martin's leading man in the ment. Active in Democratic Party Ian grew up on a farm in Can-
write-in votes. four students who gave campaign Rodgers and Hammertstein Broad- politics, be was elected County ada's cowboy country, the far 
The idea of holding a mock speeches for their respective can- way musical "The Sound of Comimteeman from his district in west province of British Colum-
election concerning Ithaca's may- didates. Tom Buggs and Doug Music" a role he played for two Greenwich Village in 1963. He bia. The great thrill of his early 
Lavery spoke for the Democrat years.' Another tribute was .be- serves as vice-president of the years was the rodeo. As soon as 
and Liberal parties in endorsing stowed upon him in 1959, in the district's Democratic Club and he was old enough, he and his 
Kiely, while Doug Bush and .Jim form of an Academy Award nomi- was an active campaigner in the young companions travelled· the 
Mugavero represented the Re- nation for his fine portrayal of Presidential elections both in surrounding ranchlands to take 
publican party and Mayor Johns. the Southern sheriff in ''The De- 1960 and 1964. He is National part in the rodeos. He learned 
In addition to the speakers, four fiant Ones." Vice-President of the American about human nature earlf.' 
girls acted as campaign manag- Aside from his acknowledged .Jewish Congress and was the first in· the special contact a rodeo pro-
ers. Working for Kiely were Ann reputation as an actor, he is re- President of its Arts Chapter. vided. Its ever-present danger 
Dragonette and Maureen MeGin- nowned.internationally as a folk- Bikel is currently serving a three sharpened character. It was while 
ley, -and for .Johns, Sandra Roth- singer. Speaking seven languages year term as First Vice-President recovering -from a serious rodeo 
man and Michele Block. A debate fluently, Theo sings songs from of Actor's Equity, representing injury at the age of nineteen that 
between the speakers followed twenty lands in their native all performers m the theatre Ian was able to concentrate com· 
and then the discussion was open tongue. His tremendous appeal as throughout the United States and pletely on his deepening interest 
to questions from the floor. A a folksinger -is shown by the C~nada. !Iis capacity for neg?ti- in music. He was drawn to coun-
beated discussion ensued con- turnouts of bis frequent one-man ating -union wages and argumg try music in P,articular and 
cerning the fact that no Ithaca concerts at New York's Carnegie arbitrations is grudging!y a<hn!-t- learned to play the guitar. 
mayor has ever served more than Hall and other major concert t~d even by employers . asso';":- Though he majored in fine. arts 
two terms in office. The student balls throughout the country and ~ 0ns: In eq~al measure h~ ac~vi- at University, Ian's real interest 
voters then east their ballots and overseas. ties 10 behalf ?f ai:ts legis}ation continued to be music. After 
elected Kiely as mayor. Born in Vienna in 1924, and have _earned bun high prais~ in graduation he took small singing 
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The election was complete with educated in 'Israel, Theo was a co- Was~mgton on m~_Y occ~io~s. jobs wherever they were avail· 
posters, banners, campaign liter founder of the Israel Chamber Having ha? a dec~v~ voice m able and studied with Roy Guest 
ature and hats. The students Theatre in 1944, he went to Lon- desegregating all legitunate tJ_iea- when that noted English folk 
were motivated 'to participate in don to study at the Royal Acad- tres. throughout the U.S.,. Bikel singer toured Canada. Guest in· 
the actual coming election in emy of Dramatic Arl After he carries ~e fight f?r equality be- troduced Ian to the whole range 
November and support the canill was graduated from the Academy, yond his professional_ life. He of folk music and he became 
date of their choice. In total, it he appeared in small theatre pro- has m~de ~umerous ~ps to the especially involved with mountain 
was a profitable experience for ductions in London and it was South m times of . cruns and has and country singing. He wn.! 
all. then that Sir Laurence Olivier, become an effective spokesman moved deeply by the high wailing 
for SNCC, the Student Non-Vio- Kentucky tenor. He hitchhiked 
lent Coordinating Committee. east to the cosmopolitan city 
lR<OIBlER1i So l800THROYD, AGENCY, BNC. 
Theodore Bikel's fame and Toronto to perform country music 
prestige are the trimmings of in coffee houses. There he met 
this accomplisbm_ent: he has sue- Sylvia. 
SouncD Insurance for, !Every Need 
Carefully Written 
Consc~entiously Serviced/ 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class '24 
Robert L Boothroyd - Class '60 
Henry G. Kaiser - Class '52 
PHONE 272. 8100 
312 IE. Stcnie Sa-. 
"We Welcome Your Dnquiry'' 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
ceeded on his own terms-the 
terms of a sensitive, versatile 
artist and a man of conscience. 
IAN and SYLVIA 
"Folk singers . . . could hardly 
find a more tasteful model than 
the work of IJan and Sylvia" said 
the New York Times in reviewing 
their disk, Four Strong Winds. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign ears, specializing In 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3-1821 Rear Entrance 
Together they have done cor. 
cert tours, dramatic roles on th1 
Canadian television network, and 
innumerable nightclub engage-
ments. They won quick recognl· 
tion on United States television 
with their appearances on the 
Hottenany program and The BeD 
Telephone Hour. 
Donohue-Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
\ 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
IC ·selected 
Conference Officer 
Three girls from Ithaca College 
will represent their school at 
the 21st annual conference of the 
New York State Athletic and 
'~ Recreation Federation of College 
women. The conference will be 
held from November 10-12th at 
the Thomas J. Watson, Sr. Home-
stead at Coming. 
The purpose of the ARFCW is 
to further the athletic ~nd recrea-
tional interests and activities of 
women according to the highest 
and soundest standards of sports 
and recreation. Any college or 
university in New York State 
having an organized Women's 
Athletic or Recreation Associa-
tion with a student executive 
board and a written constitution 
.:,shall be an active member of the 
Federation. 
The officers of the 1967 con-
ference will be President--SUNY 
at Albany; School at Large-Itha-
ca College; Recording Secretary 
Brooklyn College; Treasurer -
Cat SU Oswego; and Publications 
-Pratt Institute. 
Attending the conference from 
J.C. will be Deborah Savage, a 
senior, Puff Cramer, a Junior, 
and Sue Paragone, a sophomore. 
)puff Cramer will act as chair-
man of recreation at the con-
ference and Deb Savage has been 
asked to participate in a panel 
discussion. 
Inf erviews for 
Resea
0
r<h Program 
With the assistance of the Na-
tional Institute of Dental Re-
search, a program in which pre-
baccalaureate students may par-
ticipate in dental research has 
been initiated. 
This Program in Dental Re-
search for College Students en-
ables students to participate with 
a senior scientist for a period of 
at least ten weeks during summer 
recess "at centers of excellence 
within each student's field of in-
terest." 
This program is designed for 
students who are interested in 
careers in biiology, chemistry, 
physics, or other fields related to 
health such as the behavioral and 
social sciences. Those who are 
now planning a career in dentistry 
may be considered in exceptional 
cases. ,.. 
Application kits with more de-
talls are available in the Careers 
Reference Room on the second 
floor of the Faculty Office Build-
ing. 
Interviewing companies this 
week include: 
,Mon. Nov. 6, Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell Co. 
Tues. Nov. 7, U.S. General Ac-
counting Office. 
Wed. Nov. 8, Burroughs Well-
come Co. 
Fri. Nov. 10, Lybrand, Ross and 
Montgomery; Rochester Gas and 
Electric Cd. 
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11 Machine-Beast" 
Settles atl' DC 
Jack Squier, a well known 
sculptor, bas presented Ithaca 
College with one of his most im-
portant works, "Machine-Beast:" 
It was completed in 1962 
as the cultural sculpture of a 
series dealing with man and or-
ganization in Mr. Squier's New 
York show of that year at the 
Alan Gallery. ·u was pictured in 
Art News and received country-
wide recognition. 
Another major work by Mr. 
Squier, "Disc", wa sunveiled sev-
eral weeks ago on Ithaca's South 
Hill campus. This was a gift from 
David C. Mandeville in memory 
of his grandfather, Herbert Man-
deville. Mr. Mandeville is an El-
mira attorney and chairman of 
the Ithaca Festival of the Arts. 
The unveiling of "Disc" took 
place following the Oct. 6 con-
vocation opening the College's 
75th Anniversary celebration. 
Mr. Squier is a professor of art 
at Cornell. His work is owned by 
many museums throughout the 
country and he has had regular 
shows here arid abroad. 
Newman Conference 
At Brockport 
11SUCCESS11 
OS THE 
WORIO> 
This past weekend was a very 
successful Parent's Weekend at 
Ithaca College. 
Promineni Artist 
Holds Ithaca Showing 
A one-man show of watercolors 
by Kenneth Evett will open at 
The Upstairs Gallery, DeWitt 
Park in downtown Ithaca, on 
Tuesday, October 31st. Mr. Evett 
The weekend proved an event- is a Professor of Fine Arts in the 
ful one for both students and College of Architecture at Cor-
parents in weather (though many 
weren't prepared for our harsh 
football weather) and activities. 
The football game brought back 
many memories. No many flasks 
nell University. The exhibit will 
feature watercolors of Maine 
where Prof. Evett spent some 
time this past summer. 
Prof. Evett studied at Colorado 
were seen but second half the State College, Colorado Springs 
bleachers thinned out and one Fine Arts Center and Colorado 
can only guess as to what the College. He has taught at the 
mothers and fathers did to warm Vesper George School of Art in 
up after the bitter freeze. Boston and Salem College in 
Mr. and Mrs. Mayna_rd, whose Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 
daughter Sue attends I.C., Class He has been on the staff of Cor-
o£ '71, remarked about the bril- nell University for the past 20 
liance of the Concert1 Band, con- years and bas taught many eve-
ducted by Walter Beeler. Their ning classes in drawing and paint-
enjoyment was one of complete ing which have had wide attend-
satisfaction but I detected some ance. 
sadness when Mr. Maynard spoke Prof. Evett completed five Post 
of this concert as the last for Office Murals for the U.S. Treas-
Dean Beeler. (Walter Beeler, as ury Department Section of Fine 
Arts and three murals for the 
previously stated in last weeks' Rotunda of the Nebraska State 
Ithacan, made his final appear-
ance Saturday night as conductor 
Sunday, October 15 Sister Bar- of the Ithaca College Concert 
bara Ann, Beth Boyd, P.T. '69, Band.) Of the entire weekend 
Bob Joly, P.E. '69, and Terry program few parents will deny 
Rose, Music Ed. '69 travelled to that the Concert was the best 
Capitol. These murals were fea-
tured in a color coverage for 
Nebraska magazine this year. 
Open 
Dormitofff 
IJJ>rroposcoO 
by Jeff Falkner 
The newly formed intervisita-
tion committee, headed by George 
Calver (68), had its first proposal 
approved by Congress at last 
Tuesday's meeting. The proposal, 
if approved by the administration, 
would open the dormitories to 
members of the opposite sex dur-
ing specified hours. 
Specifically, the proposal reads: 
Dormitories will be open to 
members of the opposite sex 
from 6 p.m. to curfew on Fri-
days, 1 p.m. to curfew on Sat-
urdays, and from 1 p.m. to 
curfew on Sundays. 
These rules are subject to 
restrictions and limitations as 
designated by the individual 
dorm. 
Each visitor must register his 
or her guest and that guest is 
restricted to the host's room. 
Proctoring and enforcement 
of regulations set up by the 
dorm, will be handled by that 
dorm. 
All open housing dates have 
to be registered with the ad-
ministration before the dorm 
can be opened to guests. 
We wish the girls a good trip 
and hope they profit. by and en-
joy their week-end at the con-
ference. 
Sign up sheets and informa- Brockport to attend a conference part. 
tion on companies and positions 
Presently, one of his paintings 
is on invitational exhibit at the 
National Academy of Arts and 
Sciences in New York City. In 
the spring of 1968 he will have 
a one-man show of his oils and 
sumi ink paintings at the Kraus-
haar Gallery in New York. 
The proposal will be sent to the 
Campus Life Committee for fur-
ther discussion and possible 
changes before it is presented to 
the administration. 
available may be found in the for the Newman Clubs in the 
Careers Reference Room. area. Of the 17 colleges in the 
Parents of three J.C. Freshmen 
girls decided to come at the last 
minute. After submitting to 
guilty consciences, they arrived 
Sunday morning from Stamford, 
Connecticut, bringing food and 
Zeta Sigma Nu 
Honors Initiates i ? Zeta Sigma Nu, freshman honor 
society, held its initiation·\cere-
mony for new members on Sun-
Darre Recital 
November 8 
day afternoon, October 29, 1967, The Anniversary Artist Series 
at 3:00 p.m. Parents of the ini- will open Wednesday, Nov. 8, 
i tiates were invited to attend the with a recital by the outstanding 
' ceremony and the banquet which French pianist Jeanne -Marie 
followed at· the Terrace Dining Darre in Walter Ford Hall at 
Hall. Membership in Zeta Sigma 8:15 p.m. 
Nu is extended to all those stu- Mme Darre will play two com-
dents who have achieved a 3.0 positions by Ravel: "Sonatine" 
cumulative index at the end of and "Tombeau du Couperin," 
their freshman year. The purpose "Sonata No. 3" by Prokofieff and 
. of the society is to uphold and "Camaval" by Robert Schumann. 
·~ncourage high scholastic achieve- Mme. Darre made her United 
ment at Ithaca College, and to States debut in 1962 with the 
honor those students who have Boston Symphony Orchestra and 
shown such achievement in their since that time has toured ex-
freshman year. New initiates for tensively in this country. This 
the year 1967-68 are: Timothy season she will play an all-Liszt 
Baffaro, Janice Berenson, Kathy program at Carnegie Hall, as well 
Burke, Kathy Britton, Linda Bu- as appear on the Great Perform-
cbanan, Deborah Carirer, Jane ers Series at Philharmonic Hall, 
Caywood, Joyce Checksfield, Dean Lincoln Center. 
Christie, George Corcoran IlI, Mme. Darre is Professor of 
Susan Crocker, Henry, Davies, Piano at the National Conserva-
C~tby Eisenberg, _Joan Falchetti, tory in Paris. She was awarded 
Vickey Felger, Richard Flowers, th L · f H · 1950 James Focht, Annette Forker, Es- e e~~n ° onor m : 
telle Fraenkel, Linda Garrett, . A limited number o~ tickets 
Cheryl Gelb Andrea Gelman for the concert are available at 
.Martha Ge'o;ge, Martha Glaze: the Egbert Union Desk. 
Cheryl Kroft, Susan Lake, Marsha 
Leclair, Tobe Levin, Karen Mals-
nee, Barbara Martenis, Kristie 
Maynard, Robert McTaggart, 
Susan Mirola, Joseph Murphy, 
Theodore Myers, Margaret O'Con-
nell, Cynthia Partridge, Susan 
Peterkin, William Petryna, Frank 
Phillips, Susannah Price, Mar-
garet Rosenkrans, Frank Sala-
me1ne, Carolyn Savage, Christine 
teele, Howard Sherman, Linda 
teams, Stephen Stedman, Mar-
garet Smith, Donald Stein, Ellen 
Tallmadge, Alex Taylor, Harry 
Wartzman, Mary Widding, Charles 
Yoder, Cynthia Zevin, James 
Mica, and Philip Smith. 
Oberlin Controversy 
The Faculty Council of Oberlin 
College in Ohio has cancelled 
classes Monday to hold a mass 
meeting of students and faculty. 
The college officials feel the 
meeting will permit much wider 
discussion of whether military 
recruiters should be permitted to 
use college facilities. 
Lennon Sings Green 
If you're wondering what color 
John Lennon sings, it's green. 
Paul McCartney is blue. 
We better explain. 
Reginald Clarke of a London 
Musical Company says his com-
pany is ~xperimenting with "psy-
chedelic light columns." Voices 
are split electronically into dif. 
ferent frequencies and converted 
to various colored lights. When 
be played a Beatles record, Mc-
Cartney's voice produced largely 
blue effects . . . Lennon's green. 
EARL'S SWAP SHOP 
539 W. State St. 
<> 
Clocks - Watches 
Ithaca Cal. - Guns 
Coins & Supplies 
New & Used Items 
area, nine were represented, 
among which were Brockport, 
Cornell, Eastman, Ithaca, R.I.T., 
and the University of Rochester, 
at the Newman Diosecesan Co-
ordinating Committee. Chaplains, 
faculty, and students attended 
the meeting. . 
The conference was called so 
that the Newman clubs in the 
area could get together, discuss 
their in~vidual activities, and 
coordinate the activities between 
the clubs. Two of the major ideas 
that evolved out of the discus-
sions were to purchase uniform 
hymnals for the regions and to 
have different types of music at 
mass, such as folk, which I.C. 
has, jazz, or brass. 
Both Bob and Terry realized 
that other coll~ges · have more 
student involvement and activi-
ties than I.e. has. They believe 
that more Frosh should be in-
volved with and participate in 
our Newman Club. Some ideas 
for activities included sports 
teams, pancake dinners, and 
other social functions. 
A committee was formed that 
include representatives from each 
college that will meet twice a 
month. Beth was chosen as the 
I.e. representative. 
GNOMON IS HERE! 
Sc 
3c 
2c 
Xerox Copies 
first copy of 
each original 
each, 2nd thru 
copies of same 
incl 
10th 
orig-
each, 11th copy on 
GNOMON COPY SERVICE 
313 Eddy Street 
Collegetown 
Ithaca, New York 
Phone 273-8686 
Dinner at 
other major necessities to expel 
their guilt complexes. 
It was Parents Weekend and 
most of the adult population 
spent all of their time touring 
the campus, reviewing the hap-
penings at home, and just plain 
"gabbing" with their children. 
Activities planned for weeks 
were completely forgotten at the 
reunion of family and student. 
Pity poor people who planned 
the program. But all-in-all Par-
ents Weekend was a SUCCESS 
and everyone enjoyed himself. 
That's what the event if for -
RIGHT?! 
DRIVE-IN 
COURT AT MEADOW 
Phone 273-1111 
Open 7 Days a Week 
11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
'til 2 a.m. 
MUSIC • MUSIC • MUSIC 
0 Discount Records 
0 Guitars 
0 Drums 
0 Band lnstr.uments 
Portman Music & 
Instrument Exchange 
129 N. Aurora St. 
AR 2-1110 
· P.S. - We take used re-
cords in trade. Call for de-
tails. 
Joe Ciaschi's incomparable new restaurant 
in the old Railroad Passenger Station on 
Taughannock Boulevard at West Buffalo Street. 
For reservations 272-2609 
He bas bad one-man shows at 
the Whitney Museum of Ameri-
can Art, The Metrtopolitan Mu-
seum of Art, The Art Institute of 
Chicago, the Corcoran Gallery of 
Art in Washington, D.C., the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts and numerous others. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
The exhibit at The Upstairs 
Gallery will continue until No-
vember 30. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
The Number 1 Jewelers of the Nation 
By Brand Name Foundations, Inc. 
Prompt, Quality Watch and Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
Ithaca College Class Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2-1810 
Open Fri. till 9:00 p.m. 
Frank Hammer 
As Summer turns to Fall 
And the present disappears, 
The 4 strong winds blow cold 
Up on South Hill Campus. 
Your dreams may come and go 
But you'll have * warm 
moments to remember 
in sweaters by - Jaeger, 
B..eonardo-Strassi, Robert !Bruce, 
Kandahar, Bernhard-Altman 
and Icelander 
lound in large selections at 
COMPLETE COLLEGIATE CLOTHIER 
State at Aurora 
*P.S.-The outer wear coats and jackets are guaranteed 
to give you "warm moments to remember' also I I ! 
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Editorials - -
Proposals For 
Pre-Regirt1ration ' 
It is now that time of year for Thanks-
giving vacation, term papers, pre-lims, and of 
course pre-registration. This occurs twice each 
year and the confusion that exists is never 
ending. Changes are made each time we go 
through this process by the Registrar, but 
nevertheless the chaos still reigns. 
Students are given two weeks to pick up 
pre-registration materials, see their advisors, 
plan their schedules, and fill out course cards. 
Sometimes it takes two weeks to get an ap-
pointment to see their advisors who have 
more on their minds than advising students. 
The Ithacan provides some proposals for 
use in pre-registration with the hope that these 
will do more to eliminate the mass confusion 
than previous suggestion. 
1. Course lists and schedules should be given 
out the first week of each semester, and not 
one week before pre-registration. This way 
students can have the rest of the semester to 
evaluate the courses given and meet with their 
advisors to plan the best schedule. As it now 
stands, students are rushed to make quick de-
cision on which courses to take and which 
ones not to take. Several weeks are really 
needed for the decision to be made, with lists 
out at the begiiming of the semester, this can 
be effectively used. 
2. Advisors in each department should be 
only those professors who show an interest in 
course advising. These _ professors should be 
given lighter course ·loads. Many instructors 
have little or no interest in advising, this 
should be left to the professor who will work 
better with the students in planning his course 
schedule. 
In addition professors should be briefed in 
certain courses outside their departments so 
that they will better advise the students on 
others courses in he students curriculum. 
3. On the course list that the registrar 
publishes each semester, a two or three line 
description of the course should be noted. This 
should be written by the professor teaching , 
the course to include what will be co,vered 
during the semester. Also, it should state who 
the course is aimed for, i.e. majors, in that 
field, seniors only, etc. 
4. The course descriptions given in the col-
lege catalog should be completely rewritten to 
conform with the actual content of the course. 
Most of the time, descriptions written in the 
catalog have little to do with what is being 
taught. They are written by people who have 
never taken the course and are not revised as 
often as the course itself. 
These arc only a few suggestions for im-
proving pre-registration. Many more are need-
ed and will have to be put in use in order 
to make pre-registration a first step toward 
registration and not a task each semester that 
lasts for weeks with no end in sight, 
---------------------------------------1 .--------------------------------------. 
Editorials - -
First Priority 
"The biggest advantage the union has is its 
locatir:n," according to Leland Spangler, "oth_-
erwise it is poor." \Vhat Mr. Spangl_er refers 
i:o is the size and facilities that constitute the 
present Ithaca College Student Union. 
Bui! in 1960 the present union was the first 
structure com'pleted on ~ thaca's sout~ !'ii!l 
Lampus· and it thus contains the colleges m1-
v· l cor~erstone. When it was built the plan-
n~rs envisioned a center for activities, discus-
sions, and feeding the student body. A student 
body of seventeen hunched students. Not the 
present group of thirty-four hundred. 
"The overall floor plan demonstrates archi-
tectural ease" according to Union Director 
Spangler, "b~t functionally it does not do the 
job." 
The building ,itself is named after W. Grant 
Egbert the founder of the Ithaca Conserva-
tory or' Music; and well it might be since the 
facilities are as out of date as 1892. 
The recreation room is inadequate as for 
sound and lighting. 
The lobby is too small and drafty for the 
varied uses it is put to. 
The information desk is overburdened, pri-
marily because it is manned the most hours 
each day. This situation must not exist, as we 
shall explain later. 
There has been a thirty percent increase 
in the activities at the desk since the begin-
ning of this academic year. An increase not 
planned on, thus enough staff has not been 
budgeted to handle the overload. 
The union cafeteria is presently serving 
thirty percent more meals than the facilities 
were planned for at their maximum. 
The bookstore is about half the size it 
should be according to the National Associa-
tion of College Stores. 
"The college union has come the full cycle 
... originally conceived in England by debat-
ing societies as a place to meet and discuss 
topical issues of the day . . . _ the union is 
coming back to providing such a place for 
modern students to meet/' according to Mr. 
Spangler. 
The Egbert Union presently serves a multi-
plicity of purposes. It is the center of current 
campus information; it is the campus feeding 
place; it is the campus social center catering 
to every group on campus that requires meet-
ing rooms; and it is a center for informal 
campus discussions. For instance the present 
snack bar is the place you will most likely 
find students standing around holding inform-
al discussions. The reason they are standing 
is that there are never enough seats available 
in the snack bar during the day. 
All is not bleak however. The foresighted 
college administration have most definitely 
recognized these problems, and have formu-
lated plans and blue prints to rectify the situa-
tion. However the actual timetable for con-
struction is not as definite as the need. 
The college has promised improvement, by 
1987; but the need exists -now. 
The present burden at the desk must be 
alleviated. A twenty-four hour information op-
erator should be established. This could be 
done through student services, thus serving 
a dual purpose. Not only providing a needed 
service, hut giving another needy student a 
job. 
The changes we need in the union can not 
wait. These improvements must be put on the 
top of the priority list. A new college academic 
atmosphere is presently being built. Let us ex-
pand our student union to meet our expand-
ing minds. 
CAMPUS 
<CALENDAR 
Sunday, Nov. S 3:45 Head Residents- DeMotte 
Room. 
Friday, Nov. 3 
12-10:30 p.m. State Ass'n. of 
European Historians Re. 
Rm., U-5. 
3:00 Fr. Soccer vs. Auburn Com. 
College (H) 
8:00 EUB Film-"Rebel With· 
out a Cause" Rec. Rm. 25c 
Monday, Nov. 6 
All Day Distribution of Pre-
Registration Materials -
A&S students Rec. Rm. 
10-3:00 Navy Recruiting - Union 
Lobby 
3:00 Var. Soccer vs U. of R. (H) 
5:00 WGB U-1 
4:00 Fr. Soccer vs Cornell (A) 
7:30 Chess Club, Dorm 12 -
14th floor 1 
Forensics Debate ·u-1 
8:00 Student court U-5 
8:00 Football Film-B102 
8:15 75th Anniv. Concert-Jean 
Marie Darre, pianist, Ford 
Hall 
Two Do,vn - Eight To Go 
1. Students on Curriculum Committees 
2. !Formation of Intra-Departmental Discussion Groups 
3. Stulents on Library Operation Committee 
4. Students presenting Student Views on Student Problems at 
Faculty Meetings 
S. Students and Faculty at Board of Trustee Meetings 
6. Students at Non-Academic Staff Meetings 
7. Interaction of Students and· Faculty in the Dorms 
8. Internal Symposia - Coed Student - Faculty - Administration 
Discussion Groups 
The 
ITHACAN 
wants ... 
sane Wednesday ; 
nights 
good grades for J.G. 
sort of sober 
weekends 
to promote National 
S.Y.B. Week 
Horns for the E.I.C. 
M.K. 
Bits and Pieces 
earlier 
The Magic Division 
even earlier 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
The Sarni Pebbles is an unspectacular spectacular, and a 
much better film for it. Director Robert Wise ( The Sound of 
Music) has kept the expanses of wasted scenery and the loose-
ness of huge crowds to a commendable minimum. This enables 
him to concentrate more closely on the main characters, all o 
whom attract our interest and hold on to it. This tale of a for. 
gotten U.S. gunboat patrolling Chinese waters during the 1920's 
has obvious parallels with the Viet Nam situation of today. 
Steve McQueen gives his best performance to date as a young 
sailor engrossed in his engine who finds himself fighting some 
one else's war apparently by accident. Richard Crenna and 
Candace Bergen are adequate in suporting roles. And Richard 
Attenborough seems like the old pro, showing the youngster 
what acting is all about. The Sand Pebbles is engrossing, enter 
taining, ancl well worth three hours of your time. 
Our Mother's House stars the brilliant Dirk Bogarde in an 
eerie tale of innocent children exposed to evil. Jack Clayton 
(Room at the Top) directed this interesting British entry. Orson 
Welles, Jeanne Moreau, and Sir John Gielguld star in Welles 
Falstaff. One of the first black and white films to appear in a 
long time, this excellently phot(!_graphed tale of Shakespeare' 
bulbous clown was adapated by Welles from four of the Bard' 
plays. While the title character may be a bit too broad, an 
Orson Welles film is always an event not to be missed. 
5:00 AE Rho-Job Rm. 
8:15 College Play 
7:00 Forensics U-5 
Tuesday, Nov. 7 
10-3:00 Navy Recruiting-Union 
Ga,me.r is a hybrid. It is composed of one-quarter Diabol-
ique, one-quarter Repul,sion, and one-half of the old Thriller TV 
series. Games is one of those pictures that can make you thin 
it is more important than it is. Comments on modern day mor 
ality may be read into the first half, but ultimately it is just 
a fancy who-done-it. Fans of the horror-suspense genre ( of which 
I must admit membership) should be adequately pleased by 
this tasty celluloid candy. The story revolves around a rich 
young couple living in an ap and pop art Manhattan town 
house. They take their amusement from parties with odd-bal 
friends, and games on pinball machines. They are the independ 
ently wealthy post-Harvard and post-Vassar. Enter saleslady 
Simone Signoret with a trunkful of mystical gadgets and a head 
6:30 u!:~~~:o;ri!e-Rec Back. Rubs to full of more vicious and deadly fun. She stays on and the games Continue (Cuddling) begin. Fun at first, and then they get out of hand. 
Saturday, Nov. 4 
9 am-10:30· pm State Ass'n of Eu-
ropean Historians Rec. Rm., 
U-5 
9:00 a.m. Registration-NSA-
Union Lounge 
2:00 Fr. Football vs Brockport 
(H) 
7:00 Var. Football vs Bridgeport 
(A) 
8:15 College Play 
Lobby 
6:00 EUB Directorate U-5 
6:00 Ithacan Editorial Staff-Job 
6:30 Student Congress-8202 
7:00 Dorm Advisors-U-5 
7:30 IFC-U-1 
9:30 Terrace Dorm Head Resi-
dents. U-1 
Wednesday, Nov. 8 
10-3:00 Air Force Recruiting -
Union Lobby 
Rm. Newcoming director Curtis Harrington has given his film 
Christian Science GrOUP- a tremendous mood quality. The settings and sounds are used 
~Jdge Club-Dorm 12, The 4-TOPS to the fullest and best advantage. The film is well structured 
14th floor and paced, and there are many nice suspense bits. The denoue· ment however is a bit too pat and amateurish. 
7:oo MGB-U-l P.J:s Beautiful ' Katherine Ross and James Caan star as the young couple. 
Friday, Nov. 10 Mind Mr. Caan is adequate throughout, and Miss Ross begins poorly 
8:15 Faculty Chamber Music- but improves as the tale unwinds. Simone Signoret seems to be 
Ford Hall slummmg it. Games is an entertaining and sometimes even chill· 
9pm-lam Fall Weekend Carnival ing tour through a fun house. But because it is such a hybrid, 
Union -'--------------• ~the purity of the original sources has been lost. 
Letters to t,he Editor 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
5igned. 
. ~II letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re--
• serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Letters muse not exceed 400 words. 
A Parent Ge-ts lnvolvc_d . •. 
Dear Editor: 
Yet I tend to disagree with your 
final realization, for if something 
Stlll Another Involvement 
Dear Editor: 
benefit by our actions. Perhaps 
the administration will take a 
Some thoughts and reactions firmer stand on this issue and in 
to the panel discussion at the the future will act more decisive-
Parent - Faculty Meeting last ly on a prbolem which confronts 
Saturday: us not only in 1967. The problem 
I am a subscriber to the 
ITHACAN, and read every word 
from cover to cover. Also, I ,am 
a parent of a student at Ithaca, 
and I am very much interested in 
Ithaca and its students, and their 
so called involvement. I, too, 
wish to be involved. 
1. The student points of view will arise again and now is the 
seem to reflect the attitude time to prevent another such sit-
that if something is proposed uation, which has angered both 
by any authoritarian figure, it Jewish and non.Jewish students, 
must be resisted, no matter both Jewish ar.d non-Jewish pra-
or someone means enough to you 
you will fight for it and not give 2. 
up for, if it is very strong, it 
will not die. Believe me . . . I 
what. fessors. 
The students complain that we 
older adults do not, can not, 
will not understand their point 
of view, but they make too 
little effort to understand 
Sincerely, 
Susan D. Kulell 
:, I am referring to the issue 
dated October 13, 1967, page 5 
- specifically the letter - from 
a freshman. I would like to know 
know. 
Name withheld by 
permission of editor. 
Rally Spirit Lacking . . . 
Dear Editor: 
At the risk of being called a 
why HE & SHE or IT _ dare not "raccoon coater" or a super-
5:gn the letter and what HE _ patriot of I.C. I'm writing this 
SHI!: or IT means by the follow- letter. I just now returned from 
ing par:igrapb. "There's a lot the pep rally which was held to 
I didn't know. I learned so much get everyone psyched-up for the 
ours. 
3. The student cries, "Motivate 
me; arouse my interest; en-
tertain me!" They dare the 
faculty to attract their atten-
tion and interest. They do this 
on the assumption, so it seems, 
that they are vitally interested 
and thoroughly engrossed in 
their work - all ready to be 
motivated. 
D.C. Witnesses Sought 
Editor 
Dear Sir: 
I would appreciate very much 
if you could publish the follow-
ing notice. I consider it quite 
important, and quite urgent. 
To the students and faculty 
who were in Washington Oct. 21: 
in four weeks. Like about a game on Parent's Weekend. The 4_ 
Jewish room mate. Like that scene was set. The bonfire 
The students seem to give too 
little consideration to the 
faculty's need for motivation 
and good morale. They neglect 
to consider adequately that 
teachers are human beings, 
too. 
If any of you were on or around 
the Pentagon Mall, and witnessed 
any "brutality" by l\fl>'s, soldiers 
or Federal Marshals, and are will-
ing to document .such, I would 
appreciate your sending a full 
account to me. I will collect these 
accounts and forward them to the 
American Civil Liberties Union, 
and the major national ·news-
papers and news magazines, in 
the hope that something may be 
done to correct the bad impres-
sion the American people have of 
the march; and that something 
can be done to prevent this vio-
lence in the future. Thank you. 
Norman Kalina, 17 College St., 
Brockport, N. Y. 14420. 
Greeks weren't so great." blazed, the cheerleaders were 
), I would like very much to in- there, and of course Jess Nadel-
!orm, enlighten and educate HE man. And then they waited -
-SHE or IT about e 1e advan- and waited - and waited for all 
tages and the many benefits of those great (A-HEM) 1.C. students 
to show up for a fabulous rally 5· having a Jewish room mate. 
I think that very often student 
"spokesmen" are not neces-
sarily student leaders, actually 
communicating the thoughts 
of the majority of students. 
May I hope to bear from you, which never materialized. 
and especially from HE _ SHE I feel that good share of col-
or IT? My name is; 
- Edith Apsell 
Mrs. N. Apsell 
lege life is the school's spirit, 
enthusiasm, and ego. When I 6. I was left with the impression 
that the lines of communica-entered Ithaca last year, I never 
realized that I would be thrown 212 Lawrence Avenue 
Mamaroneck, New York 
. • . and Is answered 
Dear Mrs. Apsell, 
10543 into an institution with 3350 
apathetic students (I'm excluding 
of course the 50 people who did 
show up at the rally.) 
Since you subscribe t.l the 
Ithacan I have chosen to ar.,we1 
you through the paper; and also 
to allow "He.She-It" the oppor-
tunity to see your letter. 
Dean Noun, Father Graf, and 
the immortal Jessie were there 
trying to get things rolling, but 
it takes the stt.aent body also. 
Where were they? Why didn't 
they c.:>me? Was it too cold o:-
tion betwi>en students, and the 
administration and faculty, 
are open at Ithaca Coller..:. It 
is my hope as a parent that 
both "sides" will use this line 
to good advantl:!ge. At the 
moment, the preponderance of 
effort seems to fall on the 
faculty-administration side. 
Warren J. Green 
Cut Policy Questioned The person who wrote this let-
ter has contacted us since it's 
printing, and to clear up that 
point it is a she. That person, for 
her own reasons, wishes to re-
main nameless. 
were they afraid someone would To the Editor of the Ithacan, 
laugh at them for cheering for 
,. Thus we can only speculate as 
to why this person did "not dare" 
sign the letter. 
Ithaca College is in many ways 
still a small school. For many of 
us this has been a boon, an oppor-
tunity to meet a large number of 
people froin all areas, to simply 
enjoy each others' company. Yet, 
in another way, it is not a boon. 
For a person cannot really get 
completely lost on this campus. 
If one has a distinction to be 
proud of, again it is a boon. If 
one is selfconscious, or simply 
not prepared to attract attention 
(one of the characteristics of 
~puberty) then such a letter is a 
curse, a mark one wears across 
the campus. 
. Being a fresnman I imagine 
this young lady felt extremely 
' selfconscious, perhaps with rea-
! son. For.when we are honest with 
I ourselves, we are not always pre-
, pared to be quite as honest with 
the rest of the world. 
The Ithacan prints your ad-
. dress in hopes the young lady 
· ho wrote the letter will con-
tact you, and you can enlighten 
and educate one another. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The rest of your comments we 
leave to that young lady, but we 
also hope the two of you might 
at some time in the future 
share your correspondence with 
the rest of us. 
The Editor 
Many Travel tho "MIies'' 
Dear Editor: 
To the anonymous writer of 
"Many More Miles ,to Go"-you 
are not alone. Your feelings are 
my feelings, yet you are gifted 
, with the means of expression. I, 
as well as many others, shed a 
tear while reading your article, 
for it hit so very close to home. 
their college? Of course, we all 
know that this Is not an Ivy 
League school, but :.:.Jes SPllUT 
just live at Cornell and Syracuse? 
SPffiIT has been made a dirty 
wor:l around LC. or so it seems 
to me. If there are any other 
"raccoon coaters" in this school-
make yourself known and per-
haps you'll bring a new experi-
ence to Ithaca. Jess Nadelman 
can't do it alone and unless some 
more students start helping him 
-I fear that when he graduates, 
South Hill is going to open up 
and swallow this whole apathetic 
place. No one downtown or at 
Cornell will miss I.C., though, be-
cause we've never made enough 
noise to be noticed in the first 
place. 
John McGhan '70 
Could It be, no beer? 
Dear Editor: 
I went to the pep rally last 
Friday night. How come nobody 
else did? The publicity was spec-
tacular, many ditto sheets were 
circulated, and many posters 
were up. I've come to the con-
clusion that the rally had all the 
ingredients for success except 
one. This one lacking ingredient 
was evidently free beer. It seems 
that the only thing that will get 
a crowd at any event here at 
Ithaca is free beer. Of course if 
free beer had been provided, the 
students would've left as soon as 
the kegs were empty. Disillu-
sioned at the lack of enthusiasm, 
I went up to my room. I sat down 
and came to the conclusion that 
if free beer was not the missing 
ingredient, then there was a 
choice of two others: 
1. Either I.C. is dominated by 
larnogenics OR 
2. Nobody cares what the hell 
goes on at this place. 
Bob Makitten 
At :-n organizational meeting 
of Hillel, held on October 2, stu-
dents rose up and protested 
against the policy promulgated 
by college President, Howard 
Dillingham, with regard to ex-
cused cuts on religious holidays. 
Previous to this year, no specific 
policy on this subject was re-
leased but after many complaints 
the President formulated a state-
ment which was sent to all pro-
fessors. In essence, the letter ad-
vised the teachers of the import-
ance and significance of the Jew-
ish high holy days. No request 
was made to the effect that ab-
sences of such holidays be con-
sidered excused cuts. Both pra-
fessors and students realized the 
ambiguity of this statement and 
replied to it by aying, "So what?" 
But one of the more concerned 
young men on this campus ap-
proached our President and di-
rectly confronted him with the 
situation. What would Dr. Dilling-
ham do about teachers who re-
fused to reschedule tests to be 
given on Rosh Hashannah and 
Yorn Kippur? What would he do 
about teachers who considered 
cuts on Jewish holidays to be un-
excused? His answer was simple 
. . . and unsatisfactory. The col-
lege could make no specific rul-
ing and it would be up to the 
professor to hand down the de-
cision in each case. So at the 
October 2 meeting of Hillel stu-
dents submitted their sugges-
tions. At this writing Jewish stu-
dents throughout Ithaca College 
are circulating petitions to pro-
test the statement of policy. They 
are writing home to their parents 
and are encouraging them to send 
complaints to the President. At 
this point the results of this pro-
test are undetermined and it is 
probably too late to change the 
situation anyway. But even if 
Jewish students are penalized for 
missing classes and their tests, a 
protest will have been made and 
perhaps future students will 
Editor: One girl bas already ap-
peared before a crowd of 2,000 
in front of the District Court in 
Chicago to tell the "truth". 
Thank you for your coopera-
tion. 
Very truly yours 
Norman G. Kalina 
Organization Explain,d 
Dear Editor, 
The last issue of the llhacan 
(October 27) carried a letter to 
me from Herbert D. Magidson, 
Chairman of Individuals Against 
the Crime of Silence, with the in-
I 
Continued on page 6 
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[HI o Ms e 
801 West Buffalo 
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(and cheap!) 
Right Next Door ... 
VALLEY HOUSE 
CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
Proving Every Day Thal 
You CAN take it with you! 
AMES WIELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
AR 3-4911 
"Amos Aims To Please" 
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by Joss Nodelmen 
Believe it r; not the suggestions printed in The Ithacan were 
not intended to immortalize the students ,vho propo~ed them. 
In fact these same students have asked to stay away from mem-
bership 111 the stiplated committees. And again, as hard as it 
may seem to c<,mprchcnd, there is no thought to increase their 
personal power. If you like you can use the aforementioned rea-
son to rationalize non-participation. Now, and I hope I am not 
too prc~umptuous, I will tell you the ba~ic, but obviously not 
the only reason for these suggestions appea1 :ng in The I thaca11. 
Through solid, well thought out proposals ::nd publicity, these 
"power-hungry-involvement-lovers" hope that they have found 
the issue and the method to present the issue tint will awaken 
and \viii cause to act the rest of the so-called "apathetic" stu-
dent body. The invitation to act is open to everyonn. Now you 
say to yourselves: "Shuah, open to everyone with a 3.0 or better, 
not on behavior or social probation, and whose f athcr earns 
$1000. per year or better." You are wrong. Are you on aca-
demic probation? The committees will need you ( and perhaps 
you will need it.) Are you on social probation? The c0mmittces 
want you. Do you have a 3.0 accumulative average and a his-
tory of wealth? The committees ,vould appreciate your partici-
pation. These committees are for all students. The people who 
proposed them were merely in the position to do somcrhinr:. 
However, I will tell you a big secret. If you do not get np 
enough energy and interest to join these committees they will 
die a mean death. 
Only fr?m your part_icip:ition can life be injected into these 
proposals. 1 hese suggestwns arc not for the aggrandizement ol 
a few "invoh·ed" students. They are for you, for me. \Ve must 
act now! 
!FROM TIHIE MAUD.ROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
There is Sex in everything. In fact, there is a philosophy 
that anyone can hold a conversation with any one else if he 
knows three subjects: politics, religion and Sex. Once .again, the 
do-gooders of the world have brought out into the open a 
scand~lou~ sc_andal .... a ~oy doll with sex organs. Now, the 
great 1~st1tutwn of children s dolls has been shaken at its roots. 
. Briefly, a toy manufacture imported the idea of a cute 
little boy doll, named of all things "Little Brother." "Little 
Brother" is no different from other dolls ... except that he has 
sex organs. Immediately after the item went on sale a cry was 
heard across the land. "Save our children " mothers and fathers 
shouted, "our children will be corrupted by 'Little Brother!' .. " 
In fact, a committee (there are always committees) was formed 
to actively protest "Little Brother." And all during the melee 
"Little Brother" sat quietly on the shelf. ' 
The question which now must be discussed is whose mind 
/s ~eing corrupted? In is the children's or more specifically, 
It JS the adults who 'are :ictually thinkin<> what the don't 
want their children to think. .., 
. Stop for a moment, and think of the idea of a little bov 
cull ... that looks like a little boy. The thoughts you pcrceiv·e 
are probably 11ot the ones the children will imagine. 
Perhaps the greatest problem which will be created by 
"L.B." (short for "Little Brother") is the childrcns' questions. 
After all, what will Susan's mother sav ,vhen Susan brings 
"L.B." to her and asks, "\Vhat's this?" • 
Instead of first looking at the reac~ion of the little minds 
they arc prr;t('cting, the so called adults should first look at 
themselves_. They ar,) the ones creating a problem with a little 
boy doll with sex organs ... not the children. 
Of course, they should be careful not to let boy and oirl 
dolls get too closP together. "' 
for 
PICTURE FRAMING 
ART SUPPLIES 
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ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE 
and 
TYPEWRITER SERVICE 
it's the 
ITHACA ART & FRAMIE SHOP 
308 E. SENECA ST. 
O"frHACA COLLIEGIE 
Innsbruck Ski Package 
Dec. 28 to Jan. 12, 1968 
7 Nights in Innsbruck 
7 Nights in Kitzbuhel 
$348.00 
Rate includes: RT Air Fare, Hotel Accommodations, 
Breakfast, Transfers. Based on 15 or more traveling to-
gether. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Continued ... 
"regardless of the cost to one- Twosomes 
self." Please, Mr. Higgins, tell me 
that this does not aid an indi-
vidual in "comforting himself and 
guiding himself." There is noth-
ing false or superficial where 
these men are concerned. They 
do not gloat. They are proud of 
their brotherhood, as they damn 
well have a right to be. Every 
brother in DK, and I imagine the 
brothers of the other fraternities, 
has a large number of friends, 
true friends, outside of the fra-
Greek Columns 
vitation from the Editor that 
"The Ithacan reprints this as a 
service to those holding simil~r 
views who wish to contact this 
organization;" but without. ex-
planation of wha~ th~se. views 
arc. The organization, 1f 1t may 
be called that, does not demand 
any contribution at all, but rather 
collects names which arc in turn 
«iven to the United Nations. The 
~entral thought behind this peti-
tion by mail is that at Nurem-
berg we condemned thos~ who 
did not resist Nazi immorahty, so 
we should speak up against what 
we believe to be immoral or con-
sider ourselves equally guilty by 
association. An attached note 
asked if it were possible for the 
I.A.C.S. lo have an ad in the 
Ithacan. 
Fred Blumenthal 
In Defense of the 
Fraternity System 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to make a reply 
to the letter of Mr: David Hig-
gins printed in the October 27 
issu~ of the Ithacan. It is quite 
evident that Mr. Higgins has little 
knowledge of the concept of the 
fraternal system. l\lr. Higgins 
asks "What bas happened to in-
dividuality?" The fraternity does 
not smother individuality, Mr. 
Higgins; it develops it. A fra-
ternity brother is an individual 
first. 
Recently I was given the honor 
of a bid from the brothers of 
Delta Kappa fraternity: I de-
pledged. I do not regret tbi~ fact, 
for fraternity life did not swt me. 
However, during my brief exper-
ience wtih these l\!EN, I became 
aware of 53 individuals. Not fifty-
three stereotypes of the "who 
gives a damn" type of student, 
but a group of men who were 
willing to become involved; a 
group of individuals who were, 
and are, willing to accept re-
sponsibility. 
You ask, 1\-lr. Higgins, for the 
person who has a grasp on real-
ity. These men can grasp reality, 
for they understand reality. I do 
not see how a body of brothers, 
more like brothers than · many 
actual brothers I know, can hin-
der the development of an indi-
vidual. These men, and I empha-
size the word men, aid each other 
ternity. 
Finally, Mr. Higgins, these men 
arc not "trying desperately to 
have fun and at the same time 
get through college as easily as 
possible." To back this up I refe: 
to the individuality and responsi-
bility the brothers accept when 
they pledge a fraternity. It is 
necessary to have a 2.0 index to 
pledge a fraternity. The brothers 
frown on academic sloth, for a 
mark against a brother or pledge 
reflects on the whole brother-
hood. Few fraternity brothers 
flunk out of college. 
There is little I respect more 
at Ithaca College than the fra-
ternity system. May they ever 
withstand the abuses of those 
who criticize, and do not know 
what they criticize. 
Respectfully yours, 
Michael Murphy 
Class of '70. 
Fall Weekend 
Continued from page 2 
Ian enjoys the psychological as-
pect of performing. He became 
aware of its pleasure when he 
took part in the rodeos. He says 
this is probably part of the rea-
son he turned from the visual 
arts to music. Sylvia sees her 
work personally in term~ of her 
music and she deals with music 
on several levels. She has done 
research in folk music and has a 
special fondness for the songs of 
Elizabethan England. 
As is the case with other fine 
artists, the apparent simplicity 
of Ian and Sylvia's music is the 
result of intensive work with 
their material and inspired per-
formance. They have yet another 
quality which marks them as folk 
singers with a future-besides 
the critics and the public, other 
folk singers like and respect 
them. 
Miss Nancy E. MacIntyre of 
Towanda, Penn., and Mr. Eric 
Johnson of Rochester, N.Y., an-
nounced their engagement re-
cently. Nancy, a senior physical 
education major at Ithaca Col-
lege, and Eric, a senior Food Sci-
ence major at Cornell, plan to 
be married this March. 
Judith Cohen, a senior Speech 
Pathology, major, is engaged to 
Michael Kroovand, associated with 
Atlantic Spartan Day Camps. They 
plan to be married Dec. 30, in 
Queens, N.Y. 
Miss Judith Annette Hart, a 
senior in the baccalaureate de-
gree nursing program' at the Uni-
versity of Buffalo, is engaged to 
Robert Charles Nunn, physical 
education major here at ~thaca 
College. A summer wedding is 
planned. 
Miss Cynthia Grieb, a senior 
physical education major at Ithaca 
College, and Mr. Robert Scott 
Matthews, a student at Cornell 
University, were married on Oct. 
20th. Mr. and Mrs. Matthews are 
residing in Ithaca. · 
College To 
Serve Slums 
A State Legislator today called 
for creation of a college devoted 
to easing problems and frustra-
tions of slum life.-
State Senator Ronald Stafford, 
Peru (Pay Roo) Republican sug. 
gested that State University and 
City University of New York con-
sider purchase of the Brooklyn 
Campus of Long Island Univer-
sity. 
The Senator said he believes--
Quote-Establishment of an ex-
perimental multipurpose college 
to serve the slum area can start 
us on the right road. 
Stafford is a member. of the 
Higher Education Committee. 
FALL WEEKEND TICKETS 
sold in Union Lobby 
all week. 
King 
Submarine 
House 
327 W. State St. 
405 Eddy St. 
"A SANDWICH FIT 
FOR A KING" 
Gamma Delta Pi Phi Epsilon Kappa 
by Patti Heydt The Brothers held a reception 
for parents visiting last weekend. 
The sisters would like to thank The reception was held after the 
Helene Schumer for a successful football game and took place in 
Parents' Weekend luncheon. the living room of the house. 
Even though it took awhile to Brother Jon Robbins is complet-
organize for the photographer, ing plans for one of the most 
everyone filled up and warmed memorable Fall Weekends ever. 
up before attempting to brave thc The Brothers have conceived a 
elements at the football game. most remarkable Booth for Fall 
Welcome back to Judy Kirch· Weekend Carnival, one which will 
off, just returning from student attract a great deal of attention 
teaching in Endicott, and fare- and one which will give the en-
well for eight weeks to Vice tire campus an opportunity to 
President Janet Hogeboom as she compete with one of the fraterni-
begins her teaching assignment ties fabled ·athletes. After a slow 
in Syracuse. start the Leather Luggers man-
We weren't- sure who was aged to make the Intramural 
pledging what Greek yesterday, Football Playoffs, the Luggers are 
as we engaged in our first pledge led by Golden Boy Kulik and 
switch with Delta Kappa, but Lance Camey, The Mouse became 
everyone agreed it was an en- a material being this past week-
joyable way to furthur Greek end and will continue to live on 
unity. And we're looking forward as the Fraternity mascot. 
to our mixer with DK at their There will be an all out assault 
new lodge on Saturday, Decem- on Bridgeport this weekend as 
ber 2. many of the Brothers will be in 
Dr. J. B. Harcourt, our guest Kennedy Stadium Saturday night 
speaker for November, will be to cheer the Bombers on to vie-
addressing the sorority later this tory, The Brothers wish a quick 
month. When the date is set, we'd recovery to two of the Fraterni-
like to extend an open invitation ty's injured football players, Bob 
to all interested Greeks to bear Schneider, and Mike Barton who 
Dr. Harcourt and then stay for an both underwent surgery this past 
informal coffee hour and discus- week. Brother Bob Krenzer hopes 
sion following the lecture. to return to the lineup in this 
Our traditional pledge switch ·week's Bridgeport contest. On the 
with Pi Lam has been set for Soccer scene Bill Smith was in· 
November 14, and that same jured last week and will miss the 
night both pledge classes will remainder of the season. ~e 
entertain the brothers and sis- Count has nothing to say this 
ters with their annual skit. We're week. Segui hit the big one this 
psyched! weekend. He was also on T.V. on 
Delta Kappa 
by Michael Schell 
Tuesday night for all you sports 
fans. For the connaisseurs of the 
sun, now is the time for sunsets. 
Pi Theta Phi 
by Diane Golub 
AERho 
by Ron Kobosko 
This week we are pleased to 'i; 
report that the Parents' Week-
end program of the Radio-TV De-
partment, planned and hosted by 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, was very sue. 
cessful. Friday night an informal 
tour of the department was given 
and videotapes of past depart-
ment productions were shown to 
the dozens of parents who came 
by. Coffee and doughnuts were 
served during the open house, 
and parents had the opportun-
ity to meet and talk with the 
faculty and to view some of the 
new television equipment which 
arrived early this fall. On Satur. 
day two "At the Scene" shows 
and a short report on I.F.C. 
weekend were taped while 
parents of department students 
dropped by and watched from the 
observation room and other van-
tage points. In addition, Douglas 
Edwards, the well-known radio 
and television commentator 
whose son is a Radio.TV major, 
was among those present; a half. 
hour interview with him was 
taped for future airing. Saturday 
night at 7:00 p.m. the annual 
Parents' Weekend banquet of the 
Radio-TV Department, was held 
in the Terrace Cafeteria. Dr. 
Nicoson, the head of the depart-
ment, and Ernest Sauer, presi-
dent of Alpha Epsilon Rho, spoke 
briefly, and the "Behind the 
Scenes" film which Alpha Epsi-
lon Rho produced for the occa-
sion, was shown .. Our pledges, as 
part of their introduction to the 
responsibilities and functions of 
a national honorary professional 
fraternity, assisted us in the pre-
paration and presentation of all 
the events of the weekend. 
Plans for our booth at LF.C. The Brothers of Delta Kappa 
are looking forward to their 
joint party with the Brothers of 
Pi Lambda Chi tomorrow night. 
We are sure the party will be 
successful in strengthening in-
ter-fratenity relations, as well as 
a great social success. 
Congratulations to Brother 
Gary McViker, who was nomi-
nated for King of Fall Weekend 
by Delta Phi Zeta, and to Bro-
ther Dan Baker, who was nomi-
nated by the Sisters of Gamma 
Delta Pi. Also, congratulations 
and Good Luck to our nomination 
for Queen, Kathy Clune of Delta 
Phi' Zeta. 
A complete and thorough con-
stitutional revision took place at 
our regular meeting last week. 
It was felt that a growing and 
thinking organization must make 
constant revisions and structure 
itself according to ilie current 
circumstances. Pledge rules, mem-
bership and voting procedures 
were just a few of the areas 
which we reviewed. It is hoped 
that through this revision we've 
been able to come up with a 
workable and valuable frame-
work on which to build. 
Weekend are being developed; so 
far it promises to be most inter-
esting. Alpha Epsilon Rho pins, 
engraved with initials, were 
ordered this week by several 
brothers. 
Delta Sigma Pi 
by Bob Arenstein 
Last Weekend the brothers 
were very busy helping the par-
ents who came up for the week· 
end. The turnout was very im-
pressive. We would like to thank 
Rho Mu Theta and especially Jim 
Oaks for working together with 
us again on a very successful 
Parents Weekend. Eppy-Thanks 
The brothers wish the best of 
luck to Brother Tom Hicks in 
his pro fight tomorrow night in 
Scranton. 
Delta Kappa is doing its part 
in the United Fund drive. Raf. 
fle tickets are available at 25 
cents apiece from any brother, 
with all proceeds going to United 
Fund. 
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
ev~ry Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. • 272-9715 
Pledgemaster, Steve -Olsen, re. 
ported that the pledge program, 
which is well underway, is a 
huge success. Terms to know, 
signatures to get, papers to write 
and every so often a bundle of 
shirts to iron - aren't you glad 
you're not a pledge?!? 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Cynthia Monterose 
The sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota 
welcome back sisters Beth Fogle, 
President, Genie Hollander, Bar-
bara Ihlo, Judy Nicosia, Pam 
Thompson, Treasurer, and Paula 
Yerger on their return from stu-
dent teaching. 
also! I 
As you all know by now, 
Theodore Bikel and Ian and Syl-
via will headline> Fall Weekend. 
Our Social Chairman, Mike Good-
man, has been planning a really 
good weekend for the brother-
hood. There will be Lodge parties 
over the entire weekend. We will 
also have a banquet Saturday 
night. Many alumni will be back 
for the weekend and this week· 
end should prove to be an en-
joyable fiasco for Deltasig, 
Deltasig's f o o t b a 11 team, 
through the able leadership of its 
captain Dave Epstein, made it 
into the playoffs. As the cham-
pionship finally draws to close 
we will be getting ready for a 
eventful basketball season. 
.j ~=======!l!======j 
This coming Sunday, ·Novem-
ber 5, the sisters will be having 
a tea for the Patronesses and 
alumnae of the fraternity. In-
cluded in the evening will be a 
recital with sisters Genie Hol-
lander, Barbara Inglis, Judy 
Jerome, and Judy Lorkowski per-
forming. We are all anticipating 
an interesting and enjoyable eve-
In the near future, Deltasig, in 
conjunction with the Society for 
the Advancement of Management, 
will be sponsoring a guest lec-
ture. More information will be 
furnished as the plans become 
more definite. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
Ben Jonson's 
/Barthol1 mew /Fai, 
Nov. 2-5, 10, 11 - 8:15 p.m. 
$1.50 
Willard Straight Ticket Offic~ 
University Theatre, Willard Straight Hall 
ning. . 
Pizza & Subs 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Steaks, .Hot Dogs 
Sausage burgers 
the foods that make 
PIRRO'S 
FAMOUS-/ 
Speedy Delivery. ta Your 
Door 
From 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
404 W. State AR 2-1950 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Greek Highlights {Cont.) 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Bill Montz 
This Saturday night Pi Lambda 
, Chi and Delta Keppa Fraternities 
will bold a joint party. The Bro-
thers are looking forward to this 
event, the first, and hopefully 
not the last of its kind. We anti-
cipate a good time for Brothers 
and dates of both Fraternities 
and hope that such an event will 
not only promote more under-
standing between Pi Lam and 
Delta Kappa, but will also pro-
mote unity among all Greeks on 
campus. 
" The year started off well with 
Ga!llDla Delta Pi's Birthday Par-
l ty, and Pi Lam's weekly card 
· games with Delta Phi Zeta, not 
to mention the "Mixers" both Pi 
Lam and Delta Kappa have bad 
with Delta Phi. We hope that 
such activities will continue 
throughout the entire year. 
The· I.F.C. Carnival at Fall 
weekend was well attended last 
year. Let's hope we have similar 
results this year. Pi Lam is busy 
building its "Wheel of Fortune" 
for the Carnival, under the super-
vision of Jack Gallagher. We 
1 l hope it's successful and we hope 
~to see you there. 
THE WHISTLING MOONS 
ARE COMING! 
Phi Mu Alpha 
by Don Zagel 
Plans are under way for a num-
ber of musical activities concern-
ing Phi Mu Alpha in the next 
few weeks. 
On November fifth we'll be 
having the first of two pledge 
recitals which are part of the 
..-; pledge program. These are for 
evaluating the musical perform-
ing ability of the pledges. 
Also coming up is the Fall 
Weekend Greek Sing on Novem-
ber twelth. 
Next in our plans is a house 
recital on November nineteenth 
This will be part of our ·Sunday 
afternoon recital series. 
These recitals are planned and 
performed by the brothers · in 
order to familiarize the students 
~, on campus with the musical llter-
ture we're doing and to create 
a situation in which students can 
become acquainted with our fra-
ternity and what it stands for 
The programs are organized in 
such a way that they can be ap-
preciated by the general student 
body as well as by music majors 
Taking part in the house reci-
tals along will\ various soloists 
arc a number of standing groups 
which rehearse regularly. Among 
these are The Phi '.Mu Alpha 
Trombone Quartet, the men's 
chorus, and two brass quartets. · 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
On Thursday, · October 19, 
at 7:30 p.m., lambda chap-
ter held its pledge -ceremony at 
the Mu Phi Epsilon house. Our 
pledges for fall semester are as 
follows: Barbara Colson - clar1-
;1et, Donna Dziedzic - voice, 
Cathy Eisenberg - frencb born, 
Eileen Gilson - voice, Martha 
, · laze - frencb born, Marilyn 
Kessel - voice, Barbara Mar-
tenis - clarinet, Jean Nibbelink 
-elarinet, Cynthia Partridge--
by Su11.11n Longaker 
Few words this week, again I ask for poetry, again I 
gathe~ some, but know there are many of you who are just 
hoarding your words away ... If you read this column, let me 
know, do you have any favorite poets you want to be let out? 
Do you have work that you would share (at least with me)-No 
more, just to say, I'll play it safe and give you another con-
glomeration .... Is_ a poem better long or short, is a long, long 
poem a contrad1ct1on, what makes a poem? Just asking ... 
13/25 
the rain fell 
staccato 
to the street 
slashinp; 
the flashing lights 
into shreds 
orange 'n red 
intrinsic shades 
which made 
the scene seem 
blown 
in his mind 
he could find 
the meaning 
something seeming 
truly transcendental 
instrumental truth 
not spoon-fed proofs 
they sell for the profit 
infantile-senile 
organization 
so he fled 
the concrete caverns 
embracing internal 
emancipation 
where the grass 
blows sweetly 
forming the clouds 
the kinetic kaleidoscope 
flashing 
orange 'n red 
intrinsic shades 
which made the scene 
seem blown 
-Ray DeMarco 
DEDICATION TO X 
1 
A robust man 
Emerging from 
A naive boy. 
Impetuously 
Probing for 
Certain truths. 
In frustration 
Accosting me-
And I yield. 
2 
Ruddy youth 
Transforming into 
Black manhood. 
Fiercely 
Gaining in 
Essence. 
In new intensity 
Approaching me-
And I tremble. 
3 
Darkness 
Bringing forth 
Reckless Demon. 
Viciously 
Injecting 
Poisons 
In madness 
Reveling in my paling writhings; 
And I die. 
4 
Sun 
Rising faithfully 
As always. 
Constantly 
Please turn to pago 11 
french horn, Judy Pauley - hands, by Karel Husa, two Men-
clarinet, Beverly Saam - violin, delssohn songs, a Debussy Sara-
Caroline Savage - cello, Sandra bande for oboe, and a Cesti piece 
Schultz - piano, Sharon Tomp- for violin and soprano. We hope 
SUPPORT -
STUDENT 
POWER 
Contact Peter Burrell kins - piano. to see you all there! 
We are all very, proud of you 
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by Joannetto Smyth 
Tevya and His Daughters, by Arnold Perl, 1s adapted 
from the Tevya stories by Sholom Aleichem. They arc charac-
ter studies of a lovable old Russian Jew. Consequently, the play 
depends for its effectiveness upon the acting of the lead, Tevya. 
The actor who plays that part must have a perfect sense of bal-
ance: he cannot offend us by over-caricaturization nor can he 
oversentimentalize the pathos that Tevya encounters. I entered 
the theater fortified with cynicism, ready to defend myself 
a~ainst treacly sentimentality. So subtly was' I caught up into 
1 evya's world, and with such good taste that my carefully 
cultivated urbanity was mortified to find tears in my earrings 
at the end of the play. 
Don Croll as Tevya is great. He combines stock gestures with 
unique Croll movements to make a Tevya that is at once all 
the Yiddisher papas you ever knew, and at the same time a real, 
living being. He shrugs and talks with his hands just enough; 
he twists the cowlick in his beard just enough. He is just Jewish 
enough and quite thoroughly Tevya. Throughout his long solilo-
quies he keeps us enraptured. His intimate conversations with 
G-d are offhand and factual where they could be milked for 
comic effect. His tender concern for his daughters is dignified 
and simple where it could be pathetically cute. His delivery of 
lines conveys an innate comic sense of things, but like the best 
of comedians, he does not kill the joke by telling it twice. 
The characterization of Tevya's daughters, their suitors, 
and his wife, all faced with the same pathos, could also become 
saccharine. But again, the actors. and actresses perform with 
restraint. Peggy Scholditsch as Golde, his wife, is restrainedly 
but sincerely sorrowful at Hodel's wedding. She could so easily 
have become the sighing, kvetching Jewish mother, but is in-
stead torn with universal conflicts. She is, we see, sympathetic 
to young love and romance, but forsees and is outraged by the 
sorrows she knows will fall upon the bridal pair. Linda Mays 
as Hodel gives both dignity and youthfulness to a difficult role. 
Three other daughters, played by Kathleen Bishop, Karen 
Woodbury and Sooki Riford act as though they had been sisters 
all their lives: they are individuals and yet act in concert as a 
loving group. 
Peter Forward's scenery is effective and interesting. There 
is a stationary center flat, and two revolving flats at either side 
of the stage. They are of burlap and varnished timbers, sugges-
tive of sturdy, simple peasant homes. The color is provided by 
the muted winey and brown tones of the mens' costumes, and 
the bright colors of the womens' costumes. Everyone looks cap-
able and warm in their aprons and boots. Donna Snethen, cos-
tume mistress, has outdone herself. The costumes were fine. 
With a few wavering accent as theii:- only faults, other stock 
characters in the play are acted by Sherry Lilenfeld, Nina 
Solotorovsky, Antony Hoty, Jeremy Snitkin, William Biskup, 
Jeffrey Winkless, and Robert Morris. Mr. Snitkin as Lazar Wolf, 
the butcher, is notable. He acts like a Siberian wolf, a growling 
rangy creature covered with ox's blood and topped off with a 
big mangy fur hat. Perfect. 
The entire production is so engaging that I expect an out-
break of infectious Hebraicism. Hora on the quad tomorrow at 
sunset. 
Pick-up 
IP re-Registration 
Materials 
This Monday 
This is Natio,tal 
Share Your Body 
Week - Only Three 
Days Left! Cut Rates 
Available! 
WBCB - "The Anniversarry Yearr'' 
This week at WICE-FM an out-
standing new program, "The An-
niversary Year", has been added 
to the program schedule. This 
series produced by the Television-
Radio "Radio Workshop" class, 
will be heard every Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings at 8:05. On 
Tuesdays the program deals with 
the present day Ithaca College, 
d(f 
p~·.i 
Spaghetti & Meat Balls 
Submarine Sandwiches 
404 W. State St. 
Phone AR 2-1950 
Open Daily 11 to 2 a.m. 
SPEEDY DELIVERY 
focusing on the various depart-
men ts of the school. On Thurs-
days, it deals with the past of 
Ithaca College. 
Many favorable comments have 
been heard about "Concert Hall" 
a program produced in cooper: 
ation with the Music Depart-
listening for the "History of 
Music" course. "State of the Uni-
versity" has been moved to a 
new time-Fridays at 8:30 p.m. 
The Al Rosen Show continues to 
be the most popular rock show in 
Ithaca this year. The show is 
heard every Sunday night from 
9:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.; every other 
record is an oldie. 
1274 Dryden Rd. 
Strokers Re{hYJll"ll'G 
To Classes 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. (CPS) -
Thousands of students at Brook-
lyn College have returned to 
their classes, but just how suc-
cessful their five-day strike will 
be remains unclear. 
Students called off the strike 
after a faculty committee ap-
pointed by President Francis P. 
Kilcoyne approved a list of seven 
student demands. But Dr. Kil-
coyne now wants to change the 
wording in some of the demands. 
Many students who felt they 
had made significant progress 
when the faculty committee ap-
proved the demands now fear 
technical changes may take the 
steam out of their statement. 
President Kilcoyne plans to 
send a revised list of demands 
to the full Faculty Council for 
its approval. Some students feel 
that in changing the statement, 
Dr. Kilcoyne is not living up to 
his agreement when be appoint-
ed the faculty committee to 
work with students. 
Most of the changes wanted by 
the president are relatively 
minor, but some feel even 
minor changes may alter the in-
tent of a few demands. 
One of the student demands, 
for example, says police will not 
be called onto campus except in 
regard to personal injury, theft, 
or natural disaster, and then 
only under the direct respon-
sibility of the president. Dr. Kil-
coyne reportedly changed this to 
read, ''Police will not be called 
onto campus by the college to 
settle internal campus matters." 
Either way, however, the stu-
dents have made significant 
progress in their drive for more 
rights. Leaders say the strike 
shows that students, by uniting 
for a common cause, can initiate 
important changes in university 
or college policy. 
New Sound 
!For WICB 
Wednesday, Nov. 1, was the 
beginning of a new sound for 
WICB Radio. The "All-Collegiate 
Team" assumed their positions 
as the leaders of the Radio 60 
sound. Team members include 
Ernie Sauer, Scott Dilliard, Gerry 
Kelly, John Thompson, Lanny 
Frattare, Bill Hergonson, and Stu 
Hillner. 
Program Director Jim Coons 
comments, "The institution of the 
All-Collegiate Team should pro-
vide our audience with the best 
listening possible every night of 
the week." He went on to say that 
the Team members will take a 
more active part in the operation 
of WICB by participating in the 
music survey selection, station 
promotion campaigns, and WICB 
production work. 
GIEE'S SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
0 Guns - New & Used 
0 Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
0 Quality Fishing Tackle 
0 Gun Supplies 
Phone AR 3-9742 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON: l Oc draughts - 3:30 - 4:30 
THE TSUNAMIS from St. Lawrence girls, and we hope that you will 
enjoy your seven weeks of 
pledging! 
Mary Jane Harvey, our pro-
vince gpvernor, is visiting us this 
coming weekend. Besides a 
sorority luncheon and dinner, in-
dividual conferences and a 
closed house recital are on our 
agenda with her. · 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody meets 
lrRA TERND'i11f' .JHEW!Ell..lu.V 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Saturday Morning· 1:00 a.m. Sour Special before Game 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: Smooth Music 9 - l 
Tie and Jacket Requested 
Don't forget our open house 
recital on Sunday, November 
5. The program will include 
three pieces for one piano, four 
• 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Stieet 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
Ithaca College Class ~irngr; 
I.lay Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. S11'ore 
First Floor 
SIPOR.TSWEAR.-FAVORS-MUGS-TROIPIHIRIES 
Phone 272-5959 
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE 
James Dean 
7& lOp.m. 
Open Weekdays at 4 Sunday at 1 
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Danny Baker 
f 
Micky Gieply 
David Van Brunt 
KINGS 
JFALL WEEK;END 
Gary McVlcklfr 
Gregg Kulick 
Kenneth. Brown 
THIE WEEKEND OIF THIE CUDDLIE 
IS COMING! 
AND 
MIies Killoch 
Ian and Sylvla 
;, QUEENS 
COURT CANDIDATES 
FALL WEEKEND BALLOTING 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH 
FROM 9 - SIN UNION AND PUB 
1.D. CARDS MUST BE SHOWN 
Carol Engel 
Lucia Montford 
Janet Hogeboom 
Mary Evan Ke«*lan 
Gall McCarthy 
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Theodore Bikel 
Alexis Wade 
.. ·.· ··· .. "L}\t~1~ 
~~~ ::;.,,,: ~ 
Jennifer Beal 
'-:~;~ :}/t ti 
"l1~fi] 
Kathy Clune 
... 
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NOTICE Chaplain's Corner 
No cord playing in tho 
Union Snock Bar from 11 :30 
o.m. till 1 :00 p.m. 
!by the Dt:haca College Chapiains 
by Father Graf 
This Is tot facilitate stu• 
dents who must eat lunch 
thero duo to class conflicts. 
Your cooperation will be 
greatly apprccloted. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
V 
HBCKEY1 S 
MUSIC STORIE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Where do people find God? 
One of the latest commercials 
shown on TV stations in the West 
depicts a "religious person" walk-
ing down the street ignoring the 
obvious plight of a Negro youth. 
He walks into a church and be-
gins to pray. A voice is heard. 
"If you couldn't see me out 
there, don't expect to see me in 
here." 
We walk through life ignoring 
the people who walk with us. 
Our ears are tuned to a radio 
station blaring the latest of the 
top ten and we don't hear the 
voice of a fellow student asking 
for a few · minutes of our time. 
He is lonely and depressed. Our 
eyes eagerly watch the "boob-
tube" and seldom look around to 
see a friend struggling with a 
COlODRNGTON CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES - COMPLETE DINNERS - PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
4 - 12 - 7 days o week 
Call 272-1379 
FOR FALL WEEKEND 
WE1 Ll BREAK 
OUR ILEG • • 0 
TO CLEAN 
YOUR CLOTHES 
IRDGHT Y ! ! 
math problem or a flat tire be-
hind the dorm. Our mouth is 
ever-busy with the latest bit of 
gossip so that we don't have time 
to say a kind word to the gu:,J 
or- gal who has just received a D 
in his or her major subject. 
A college community is unique 
-it's different. The world out-
side is full of people waiting for 
us to descend from our hill to 
make our presence felt with our 
love and sympathy. The college 
community is composed of con-
temporaries with similar goals and 
high ideals. Is it possible that we 
will treat the people who await 
us and will be living with us for 
the next fifty years in the same 
way that we treat the members 
of our college community-now? 
We will find God in the people 
around us. He needs to be com-
forted in times of sorrow. He 
needs to be surrounded by those 
who care when he is down and 
out after his girl friend jilted 
him. He is found at the table in 
the Pub laughing with his friends. 
You can find him in the Snack 
Bar listening to a group discuss-
ing the ltatest Lit lecture. If we 
can't find God, maybe it is be-
cause we haven't made him alive 
to those with whom we live. 
Where do people find God? 
V. i::.ere you find people. 
BROOKS (4) 
PHARMACIES 
(THEi<E'S BOUND TO BE 
One Near You!) 
FREE DELIVERIES 
IF YOU'LL PHONE 
AR 2 - 3341 
Cornell .Laundry 
.AURORA ST. IBRANClHI - ]16 S. Aurora St. 273-2350 
P .AT1S T Allll..OR. SHOIP> -Gll'ou.mra<dl {f~corr - IOcD"moil'oli'y 12 
Main Plant - 527 W. Smta St. 
273 • 3561 
· Collegetown Branch 
Dryden Rd. - Next to the Palms 
272-5961 
Answers to 
Campus Cliches 
by Frank Scoboleto 
Said by boys the following clichcs are really belabored. 
Girls, here are some terse retorts guaranteed to stop cliche 
dropping-and having dates! · 
Boy: "I'm different than· the other guys." 
Girl: "Oh-is that why you haven't kissed me yet?" 
Boy: "You're the first gir!'I've ever really loved." 
Girl: "Who's the second?" 
Boy: "But sex is fun." 
Girl: "Not with you!" 
Boy: "I don't mind pre-marital sex, but I want my wife 
to be a virgip." 
Girl: "No trouble there-knowing you she'll be a virgin on 
your twentieth wedding aniversary." · 
Boy: "I never study." 
Girl: "I knqw-you're failing everyt:1ing." 
Boy: "Fraternities aren't for me-l'm an individual." 
Girl: "That's why you were black balled." 
Boy: "But you don't understand met 
Girl: "Can you blame me?" 
Boy: "You're not like the other J!;irls up here." 
Girl: "I know-I'm poor." 
Boy: "I don't usually tell girls I love them." 
Girl: "Oh!-you tell boys-r" 
Boy: "I knew right from the start that we \Vere m.ade for 
each other." 
Girl: "You sure had me fooled!" 
But fellas, girls are no different .. They too have a supply of 
overused cliches. Here are some terse retons for them. 
Girl: "Will you lose respect for me if I do it?" 
Boy: "Hell no!-my respect for you couldn't be any less." 
Girl: "You said you loved me ... " 
Boy: "That was before I knew you." 
Girl: "I ·don't want to be the ordinary housewife and 
ms:her." 
Boy: "Oh-you want to be a zookeeper and give birth to 
gorillas ... " 
Girl: "I'm capable of g_reat love-if I find the right guy." 
Boy: "I know-Jim, Terry, Bud, Al, Joe and Jerry told me 
that already." 
Girl: "I don't think sex is wrong." 
Boy: "But ... " 
Girl: "Aren't I terrible?" 
Boy: "Yes." 
Girl: "Aren't I a crazy kooky kid?" 
Boy: "No--you're average." 
Girl: "Jimmy said I was one of the most attractive ~iris 
on the campus." 
Boy: "Funny-he told me the same thing!" 
Girl: "I can't stand boys-all they ever think about is sex, 
sex, sex!" 
Boy: "And all girls ever think about are boys, boys, boys!" 
Girl: "I never kiss a boy on the first date!" l 
Boy: "That's okay-I don't want to kiss you." 
Girl: "I can't wait to get married and have my own house, 
a T.V., and children." 
Boy: "How about a husband?" 
Girl: "Girls get excited much slower than boys." 
Boy: "How would you know?" 
Okay, we had our fun with boys and girls. Now for the 
final most misused, belabored cliches on this whole campus. 
"I hate this place!" 
_ "Saga food is awful." 
THE HEIGHTS 
AT THE AIRPORT 
welcomes all students to its 
FABULOUS BUFFET 
Friday and Sunday Evening 
and Weekend Luncheons 
Widest variety of cocktails in New York 
THE HEIGHTS 
for reservations call 272-9783 
Psychologists 
Consulted 
More Qften· 
Attitudes towards school psy. 
chologists have changed substan-
tially over the years. Parents and , 
educators are making increasing 
us~ of the psychologist's services. 
The psychologist has become a 
valuable consultant to the school 
staff and parents. 
All schools do not have the 
services of a psychologist but the 
number is growing rapidly. A stu-
dent with emotional problems has 
an unfair burden interferring 
with his academic success. A 
teacher's approach to a "student 
with adjustment problems is most 
important. The school psycholo. 
gist is a necessary assistant, who· ' 
can often make suggestions which 
will improve the classroom situ-
ation and consequently provide 
more successful learning. 
The psychologist can help di-
agnose the problem and plan a 
corrective program for parents 
and school personnel. Naturally, 
in many cases individual therapy 
is needed. Although the school 
psychologist may not be in a posi-
tion to perform the therapy, he 
can direct the parent to the pop-
er agency. 
The parent as well as the 
school should take the responsi-
bility in initiating a referral. All 
too often, seemingly minor prob-
lems are overlooked with the 
thought that they will correct 
themselves as· the child grows 
older. On the contrary, they very 
often get worse. Does this mean 
that all problems should be re-
ferred to the school psycholo-
gist? This would be impractical. 
Many times, a child's problems 
are short lived. The parent who is 
aware of the difficulty can often 
help the child work out a solu, 
tion with only a minimum of di-
rection. Do not impose your ideas 
on the child, but help him come 
to his own conclusion. 
Mental health bas · a close re-
lationship to an individual's feel-
ings about himself. Self respect 
and security are basic needs. If 
you can help your child develop 
independent thinking and self 
discipline, you will be helping 
him go a long way toward good 
social adjustment. Social adjust, 
ment does not just happen. It 
takes proper guidance and direc-
tion. 
When does one need the assis-
tance of psychologist? This is a 
matter of judgment. However, 
when a problem is long enduring 
of recurs periodically, it is 
wise to look for further advice. 
Guardsmen Called 
Students at predominantly 
Negro Grambling College in Lou-
isiana want their president to 
choose between his administra· 
tion position and his job as head 
coach of the baseball team. The 
students claim there is a lack of 
"academic excellence." Grambl· 
ing president R.W.E. Jones has 
requested national guardsmen. 
The Governor has sent troops to 
the college to disperse some two-
thousand student demonstrators. 
Jones say he made the request 
after lines of communication with 
the students broke down. 
MUZZY'S 
' 
Tune Up and Brake Work 
Wheel Alignment and 
Balancing 
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
N.Y. Inspection Station 
S & H Green Stamps 
Seneca at Meadow 
Phone 272 • 9559 
.. 
' 
HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY Continued 
Shining 
In Love. 
In Strength 
Warmmg me 
-I yield 
I tremble 
I die 
I forgive 
And I live. 
-C.G.s.· 
SOFTLY DRIFTING 
Drops of rain falling slowly down-
as thoughts drift with them. 
Off to some enchanted cloud where 
their fulfillment seems less of a 
hardship for airs of indifference. 
Such wonderful vibrating thoughts 
that deserve notice but continue 
to go unheard in a mass of 
rhythm sets and unguided movement. 
soft and sweet they drift away, from 
a sharp cornered world of conflict, 
to wait for some unknown time. 
A time of lost horizons and soft 
dreams-
.. • 
as the water rises in a mist. 
-fon Stearns 
• • • • • 
And I close \\ith a word to all and especially that anony-
mous poem-writer (you?) Thank you for recognizing me as 
someone you would like to read your feelings-Or someone who 
js privileged to see your words-I am striving to have even more 
contact with all of you \,:ho have written 1:1::, and I hope you 
l'ill continue so. 
WICB TO Audition FALL WEEKEND VOTING Monday, November 6 
Auditions for broadcasting 9 to 5 
hockey and bastketball games .---U_n_l_on_an_d_P_ub ___ _, 
will be held within the next" few 
weeks. According to the WICB 
Sports Director, "Anyone who 
has an interest in basketball or 
hockey is encouraged to join the 
broadcasting staff. With the en-
larged schedule this year, we will 
need an enthusiastic good-mzed 
~:;taff to handle the load. It does 
not make any dif_,•rence it the 
announcer has had radio experi-
ence or not . . • dependable men 
are what we need." , 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braciolc 
120 Third Street 
Sports · Coverage 
Planned 
The WICB Sports Department 
is continuing to provide the stu-
dents and faculty of Ithaca Col-
lege as well as the community of 
Ithaca with the most comprehen-
sive play-by-play coverage 
This Saturday, Sports Directors 
Don Berman and Gene Slater will 
accompany the IC football squad 
to Bridgeport for live coverage of 
the IC-U. of Bridgeport contest 
at 7:30 p.m. It will be the only 
live coverage serving the Ithaca 
area. Ithaca needs to win its last 
two games to equal last year's 
4-4 slate. 
In other WICB Sports develop-
ments, Don has outlined a sweep-
ing broadcast schedule for the 
1967-68 winter sports season. In-
cluded in the plans are 18 basket-
ball play-by-play broadcasts (10 
home, 8 away), and 10 hockey 
broadcasts (6 home, 4 away). This 
will be the first time in the his-
tory of the station that coverage 
of regular season hockey contests 
away from home will be broad-
cast. Another scheduled innova-
tion will be the live play-by-play 
coverage of a hockey contest and 
a basketball game on the same 
day. 
ITHACA ESSO 
SERVI CENTER 
under new management 
watch for grand opening 
Complete Car Service 
Piel< Up and Delivery 
PHONE AR 3-3261 
335 E. State St. 
Don Berman •I.__ __________ _, .__ _________ __. 
WE'RE READY TO HELP YOU !PREPARE 
FOR FALL WEEKEND 
SUDS YOUR DUDS 
AT 
Webster~ s laundry 
and Dry Cleaner~ 
Same Day Service Glnldl !OeDoveiry 
fF li'ee Pickup QID'ildl fOeDoveiry 
Ithaca Shopping Plaz:a 
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1rR~PHAMME~ 
e u ,n 115) 15-) n u ~ ffu r ~ ~ tE R' . 
~ITTJ~uCFLJllf\J~ ~~D~ u a:;-ie·t 
OS IPB.IEASIED 11'0 ANNOUNCIE 
1Down11'own 111'haca and the Cayuga 1Heigh11's & Northeast ArreCD 
IEFIFECTIVIE STARTING DATIE 
NOTE: Regular bus rates in effecfl'. 
COMMUTER'S SPECIAL: OPERATES MONDAY TIHRU !FRI-
DAY - EXCEPT HOLIDAYS. leaves Salem & Hanshaw IR.ds. at 
8:05 a.m. Travels via Hanshaw, Renwick Heights & No. TiogCD 
to State & Tioga Arriving at 8:25 cn.m. Leaves State & Tioga Sts. 
at 8:30 a.m. Travels via University Ave. & Hanshaw !Roads to th_e 
Cayuga Heights & Northeast area. 
HOURLY SERVICE TO THE CAYUGA HEIGHTS AND 
'll"RIPHAMMER SHOPPING CIENTER 
OPERATES MONDAY THRU FRIDAY ACCORDING TO 
THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE 
Leave Leave 
1: 15 PM State & Tioga Sts. 1 :35 PM Thurston & Wait 
1: 17 PM State & Cayuga Sts. 
1:19 PM Cayuga & Court Sts. 
1 :40 PM Day Hall (Cornell) 
1 :23 PM Unijv. & Stewart (Men's Dorm) 
1 :26 PM Hanshaw & Upland 
l :52 PM Dickson & Donlon Halls 
1 :55 PM Hasbrouck Apts. 
2:00 PM Trip. Shop. Center 
1 :30 PM Arr. Trip. Shop. Center 2:01 PM Lv. for State & Tioga 
SCHEDULE REPEATS HOURLY at 2:15 P.M., 3:15 P.M., 4:15 P.~. & 5:15 P.M. 
from State & Tioga Streets 
SIPIECIAO. ANNOUNCEMENT 
leave Ithaca College (Student Union) 
Cor. State Q Tioga Sts. (downtown) 
Cornell (!Flagpole - fresh. Dorms) 
!Pleasant Grove Apartments 
Arrrive Triphammer Shopping Centerr 
leave Tviphammer Shopping Center 
10:00 A.M. 
10:08 A.M. 
10:15 A.M. 
10:25 A.M. 
10:30 A.M. 
10:30 A.M. 
Schedule Repeated! IEvevy Hour UntiB 6:40 IP.M. 
Note •.• last bus leaves Ithaca College at 4:00 p.m. 
lasll' bus leaves Tviphammer all' 6:40 p.m. 
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<Challenge Roundl On The Slate 
By Ben Reese by Geno Sloter 
1. Who were the original teams irz the first pro football league_? I look for the Colts and Jets to mee~ in this year'~ Super 
The teams were the Akron Professionals, the Dayton -Tn- Bowl Game with the Colts just destroying the Jet_s m t~at 
angles, the Cleveland Indians, the Canton Bulldogs, the battle. Couldn't you just see Baltimore's Johnny Umtas, go~ng 
:\1assillon Tigers, the Chicago Cardinals, the Decatur, Ill., to work on the weak Jet secondary. One of the Colts _fine-
Staleys, Rochester, N. Y., Rock Island, Ill., Muncie, Ind., rookies, Ray Perkins had s<?me tough !~ck. Two_ weeks ago m a 
and Hammond, Ind. The league was formed on Septem- game with Minnesota Perkins got free 1_n th«: fust quarter ~nd 
ber 17 1920 with Jim Thorpe as the presiden't. was all alone in the end zone where Umtas fired a pass to h1J'!l. 
2. Which c'ollcgc'coach has won the most games? Perkins in his anxiety dropped the ball and was replaced m 
Glenn S. (Pop) \Varner is the coach with the most wins. the game by veteran Alex Hawkins who had a great da7 
His teams won 316 games, lost 101 and tied 32. War~er catching 2 touchdown passes. Too bad Ray, but you cant 
was credited with inventing the smglc and double wing make a mistake in the big times. 
formations so famous until the advent of the "T" forma- • • • 
tion. His career spanned 44 years and several schools, in- , Speaking of unfortun_ate rookies, how about Denver's Floyd 
eluding Pittsburgh, Temple, Cornell and Stanford. Little, who in Denver's first 7 ga~es has yet to score a touch-
3. Who holds the record for the fastest three goals in ice hoclley down; and is averaging only a little ove~ ~ yards a earl)', 
history? . Could it be that Floyd has found out that 1t 1s harder for him 
Bill Mosienko, of the Chicago Bla~k Hawks, knoc~ed m to run over the Pros than it is to knock over 19-year-old 
three goals in a 21 second span_ during the third p~nod on college kids when he was 25. 
i\larch 23, 1952. He accomplished the feat against the • • • 
N. Y. Rangers in the Garden at 6 minutes 9 seconds, 6:20, It seems that the trouble with the Knicks in their early 
and 6: 30. The two fastest goals were scored four seconds season slump is the lack of a solid leader. They have talent to 
apart by Nels Stewart of the Montreal. Maroons on J~nu- burn but can't get qrganized. It may also be the Sports Illus-
ary 3, 1931 at Montreal. They came m the first pen<?d· tratcd cover jinx. 
4. Which high school baslwtball team holds the longest win- • 
ning streali? 
Coach Ernie Blood's Pasaaic., New Jersey wonder team 
ran up 1S9 consecutive victories before losing to Hacken-
sack 39-35 on February 6, 1925. A distant second is the 
71 game streak run up by the Lew Alcindor-lccl Power 
Memorial teams. 
I \viii try to answer any and all questions _readers might have 
pertaining to sports. Please send all questions to Ben Reese, 
Ithacan office, Dorm 12, rm. 103. 
As in previous years, the Health Center would like to re• 
mind students' who plan on flu shots that appointments 
should be made with their family doctors to obtain the first 
one during Thanksgiving vacation, and the: second during 
Christmas vacation. 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
Charles Boykin1s 
Body Shop 
36 lanes to Serve You 
ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
Radiator - Body Work 
Glass 
lde1 s Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
Russ shifts are going places ... 
hop in one and go, too 
Russ shifts are really going places this Fall 
... to the greatest of parties and the after 
game get-togethers. They are available 
in black, white, or black with a white 
yoke. Or choose from the gaily printed 
ones in the wildest of colors. Go ahead, 
hop in one and have the time of your 
life! 
Tog shift skimmer. Made of 63% cotton 
and 37% acetate. 
Available in black, white or black with a 
wide white yoke. Sizes 1 0 to 18. 
$15.00 
BUDGET SPORTSWEAR, STREET FLOOR 
,/ 
\ 
• • 
The New York Yankees will experiment this year with 
Bill Robinson. They are thinking of converting him into a thjrcl 
baseman as they are in desperate need of an_ .adequate third 
sacker. Robinson will be worked on at that pos1t1on at the Fl?r· 
ida Instructional League. The Yanks have_ already had a terr!fic 
blow dealt to their infield this off season with the Naval drafting 
of shortstop prospect Jerry Kenney. Kenney was being groomed 
for next year's shortstop position but will now be lost for at 
least 2 years. 
• • • 
Isn't that World Heavyweight Boxing Elimination Tourna-
ment a joke? Cassius Clay could have probably fought about 
three of the challengers in the same night and be~ten _them. 
In my book, religious affiliation not. included, <?Jay 1s st~ll. t_he 
Champion. I do not condone all of his extracurncular act1v1t1es 
but in the ring he was the best. 
Nov. 4 Freshman Football Brockport at Ithaca 
4 Varsity Football at Bridgeport 
4 Varsity Cross Country, State Meet 
6 Varsity Soccer Rochester at Ithaca 
8 Varsity Cross Country at Hobart 
8 Freshman Soccer at Cornell 
3:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
The man in black and white signals the start. The team 
in white begins to march down the field with the ball-they're 
.aiming for the figure dressed in black but the ball changes f~et 
at last 12 times. Now it's at the other end-The cues are commg 
from everywhere. They have a few shots at the goal but they 
can't repeat their earlier feat. The complexion changes, the good 
CLASSIFIED 
LORR.\I~:E ___,j You hnve once ngnin 
brok<•n my hrnrt, nnd once o.gnin I "...-e 
d10f.(•n to !org-ivr you. ,vith mad, pns-
"'ionntC' love, Tho Desk '\\"'ntchl'r. 
DE.\R LDL\ B};A::,. - I lost the 
c-hu,sificd you wont(ld to put in. but 
I still hke limn. henns. Ln11:b-Chop 
CO:<IFIDENTI.\L TO SH.\LBIAR -
Rrdd wi11 nf'ver replace thnt whicli 
I love. 'I'hc ObNlicnt Scrnt. 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
We're Proud of Our Lube 
Jobs! 
V 
Barnetts1 Sunoco 
519 W. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-9881 
guys ( in white of course) are in control. Their passes are being 
completed in a zigzag fashion. Then it happens all too easy for 
the hard work that preceeded it-But you know it's true for 
11 white clad bodies leap into the air. Jogging back for the face 
off, the scorer is mobbed and congratulated. Ex_s::itement reigns 
and now they are on the move. · 
This is different you say, more personal. You begin to un. 
derstand the once incomprehensible- noises. "Hey over here!" 
"Head it!" "Bring it down!" "To the right." "That's it." "Pass 
it." "Bring it down." "C'mon guys get psyched!" Sitting right 
on the sideline the spectator can't help but be a part of the 
play on the field. You hear the chatter and the comments. You 
belong, you join in. The ball travels up and down, over and 
acrpss, faster than seems possible. Thinking and split second 
timing are necessary assets for play. From the opening kick 
the action builds toward the ultimate end-a goal. And when 
the prize occurs the team erupts into a display of enthusiasm 
that is unusual in team play. It seems that within this team 
game the individual performance and show of excellence is 
equally important. · · 
The interplay benyeen players allows you to enjoy them 
a little more. I'm not trying to detract from the power of spec-
tator appeal that football holds but for sheer vicarious enjoy. 
ment soccer gets top billing. ' 
Last week the Ithacan outlined the proposals for a faculty· 
student co-operative effort to improve the academic atmosphere 
at ~he colle~e. As a member of th~ De_p~r~ment of Physical Edu-
canon, l smcerely hope that this d1v1s1on of the college sup-
ports these ideas wholeheartedly. Whether the faculty realize 
it or not the students of their field are not as satisfied as thcv 
should be. Professional attitude and sincere enjoyment of th-e 
profession is being dampened by the lack of interest and en-
thusiasm on the part of the curriculum and the staff. Time and 
again words of dissension are heard in the gyms, in the halls 
of the Phys. Ed. building, in the cafeterias and in the dorms. 
There would be less of this anti-P.E. attitude if there were an 
interchange on an equal intellectual basis between the students 
and the faculty. 
NOTES ... According to B1idgeport scouts we've got our 
work cut out for us ... "Thanks Jess" ... One of the largest 
crowds ever saw the first half of last Saturday's game, then the 
cold and rain hit ... The home finale on the 11th should be 
interesting; AIC is tough .... 
\ -----
Pucksters Drop Last- Game 
On Tuesday, October 24, the 
Ithaca College field hockey team 
travelled to Brockport to play 
thei:r final game of the season. 
The score at the final whistle was 
2-1 in Brockport's favor. 
The first goal scored was 
Ithaca's. Jan Cahoon, right in-
ner, managed to push the ball 
in for a score after a consider-
able mix-up in front of Brock-
port's goal. Brockport's first goal 
was similar to the I.C. goal. The 
T\\"'IGGY - \\"e won't kisR you good-
nic:li.t if you promise, to study more. 
'\Yr-'ll only hug you cause there's 
f-O much to hu~. 1-'rom Uli. 
COXFIDE:S-TIAI, TO MK - I like you 
in turtle·nrl"kR. · 
SUPPORT SIJ:l>!MER SCHOOL - take 
Drn.rno. Lit. 
!'."EEDED-Moro i:luc for Greek brnrds. 
DEAR JEFI,' - ·watch out for flying 
rubber bnnds or Bonnie. 
General Auto ,Repairs 
CLIFF1S GARAGE 
Seneca Way 
Phone AR 2-8185 
Mator Tune Up 
Wheel Balance 
Brake and Ignition Service 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evenins 
<> 
t:xotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows'- 10, 11 & 12 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophest 
Brockport right inner managed 
to push the ball into the goal 
after a pile up which obstructed 
goalie Joan Finn's view of the 
ball.· 
The ' second Brockport goal 
came as a result of a penaltyc • 
bully. The game was hampered · 
by· a slow field, but the enjoy, 
ment of again meeting with the 
Brockport" team emphasized the 
success that the entire season has 
brought for the girls on the team. 
"WALCO:\iE BACK Susie. We miss. ,I ;fr}~. with lava from your forth fJ00r 
TO ANDI - Toni.s::ht. It will bc- a 
blnst, I hope. ,Yo·n ser juat l1ow 
much bc<•r you cnn drink. 
TO J.N.K. - Let's not fighl, Only lo 
dnys until 7 :2'.J nt Ncwnrk ..... 
I can't wait. Please writo to me, nTl( 
he, i::-ood. . . . . . I love you. 
!'.; Happy birthdny to mo, 
Ripp1e sounds great. Should I sa:vc my 
money 7 Mies you. P.F.1 ! I 
TO T.UBiY - Lota of Luck. "With a 
nnmc like thBt you'll need it-Tlic 
brothers. 
,Tim I miss you! 111 
COXl'IDENTIAL - to .\FIL You',,, 
right will bo fun. Love you too. 
IJNCONFIDE1'"TIAL TO MR. POTTER 
-\Ve miss you. Your Ex·Ad,;isl;"'ct-. 
PERSO!'."AL ROCK BAND - wants 
lend s1ngor. Excellent ear for har· 
mony nl!.o. Don't cn.11 unlt•sn you h:n C' 
nn imprcsive ~oico. Bob .277-27-17. 
LUV - You wonted me to put a (.'}.,~-
sified in to you. BO here 1t is. ~cm 
what ore you ~oing to do with it ! 
TO TH!s PLEDG!sS - Sundny-1: 1; 
n.m. Public speaking 201. It should 
bo fun, -
PlsRSONAL !'."OTICE-To miss H1mni: 
with tho tunny first nn.mo, you haHi 
very ee~y aa.ddlo shoes. 
DE.\ ALEX - Its still mining nnd 
urchins nrc out till Thanksgiving. 
li'rom thnt Girl. , , . 
DE.\R MISS KRAMER - Remember 
short curfowa on Friday night nnd 
long curfews on Snturdo'y night. ~\s 
for tho !ollo,ving ];''ridny night, think 
no proctor. \Vith lo'\""o-Tho ExpC'rl 
MOE'S 
Barberr Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
DON'T BE A TURKEY 
GET YOUR 
THANKSGIVING CARDS 
AT 
. George's Restaurant and Lounge CHARJAN1S 
Corner Cayugo and Green Sts. 
Opposite New Woolworth Store 
State & Tioga 
The World 
of WI/eels 
' By JACK GEDNEY 
Car of the Year: As in many other areas of our society, the 
automotive scene also dabbles in a sort of automotive who's 
who, the CAR OF THE YEAR AWARD from Motor Trend 
Magazine. The criteria for receiving this award vary consider-
ably, and in the past it has been awarded for such varying 
attributes as unorthodoxy ( 1960 Corvair, 1961 Tempest and 
1%2 Buick Special), unique door and side frame construction 
1963 Rambler) and just plain looking good (1967 Cougar). 
Although the criteria are u_nannounced, the automotive af1anc-
inado knows the outstanding cars for each year, and knows 
why these cars may be pacesetters of future industry trends, 
and it is these cars which should be car of the year. 
Corvette (Mako Shark) by Chevrolet: The Corvette has 
always had that daring, sleek, mean and young look about it, 
~ut for '68 the body-wise all new Corvette is truly G.M.'s 
image car. The Vette for '68 comes on like no ,other year with 
radiused wheel wells, Kamm (European) style chopped off 
rear end, a way out interior, and such nicities as four wheel disc 
brakes, and a 435 horsepower V-8 as top option, for young pilots 
who feel its the only way to fly. Mechanically the Vette is 
nothing new, but then how do you improve on last year's 
model when you've already got the technically most sophisti-
cated American production car. 
Dodge Ckarger by Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp: First 
off I would like to express my deepest syip.pathies to owners of 
1967 Dodge Chargers, their resale is nil. The 1968 Charger is 
the best looking full size offering for '68, and also is the most 
, improved car for this year. If style truly does sell cars, then 
~odge will have to work triple shifts to meet the demand. Dodge 
calls the Charger styling a wedge on wedge theme, hut many 
auto buffs feel it is just plain a strikingly handsome and 
futuristic car. Dodge Division's offering in the sports/personal 
class can also be made to perform and is available with either 
their 383, 440 or 426 Hemi V-8's. In addition Chrysler will 
also equip the Charger with a Maximum Performance Handling 
Package, Wide Ovals, a 4 speed and disc brakes to please those 
grown up sports car buffs who find themselves saddled with 
wife and kids, but don't want to join the Joe Lunch box 4 door 
sedan crowd. 
The Javelin from American Motors: The Javelin, which 
was discussed in detail in last week's world of wheels, is the only 
all new car for '68, and as such must be considered for Car of 
the Year honors. It is quick, lithe, handsome, relatively in-
expensive,.and unfortunately so are five other cars in its class. 
,½!though the ads proclaim a comparison between the Javelin 
and the Mustang is unfair, in reality it is not, for the two cars 
are very similar. The Javelin is a handsome, contemporary car, 
but it will not be car of the year. 
In summation it boils down to a twc way race for Car of 
the Year between Dodge's Charger and Chevy's Corvette. Motor 
Trend will probably award it to the Vette, although I would 
give it to the Charger, probably because I can't afford a Vette. 
. NASCAR NOTES: The first and last race on the Nascar 
tracks this year were won by Fords, but, oh boy, in between-
Richard Petty. The final race of the 1967 Nascar season at 
Rockingham, N.C. saw Bobby Allison flash to victory in the 
American 500 race in a 1%7, 427 "tunnel port" Fairlane. Second 
was Dave Pearson, ex-Chrysler man, in a Ford, but this final 
victory did little to tarnish the year of Richard Petty. Petty 
went out on lap 43 with a blown engine, which is about the only 
way this hard charger ever loses, by mechanical failure. Petty 
has won 27 races this year on the Nascar circuit, which is an 
all-time record, and now has 56 Nascar wins to his credit over-
all. The Richard Petty-Plymouth Hemi combination is one 
that can hardly be beat, and all of Ford's money hasn't been 
able to prove that statement wrong. 
Soccer 1I' earn To Challenge Rochester 
ITHACA - Fresh from a 3-2 
comeback win over St. John 
Fisher last Saturday, the Ithaca 
College varsity so~er team will 
be after their fourth straight 
home win tomorrow when they 
entertain Rochester Tech at Allen 
Field starting at 3 p.m. The 
Bombers, with a 6-3 record on 
the season, have yet to lose at 
home. 
be the man to watch. "He hasn't 
played a bad game all year," 
Wood said. "Even though we 
haven't scored much, our defense, 
and especially Ray, have kept us 
in every game." 
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WJICB ~ TV 
1rHJI§ WEEK 
by Ron Kokosko 
TUESDAY, NOV. 7-\VICB-TV CABLE CHANNEL 2 
9:00 p.m .. 2 :20 a.m.-ELect.ion Covcrage--Continuous cover-
age of area, state, and national election 
results. 
THURSDAY, NOV. 9 
6:45 p.m. Perspective-film series 
7:00 p.m. Ne:vsline: Ithaca-local news of the past week and 
weekend weather 
7: 15 p.m. Sportsman's Corner-Host Don Berman takes an-
other look at Cornell football 
7:30 p.m. Quad--Cornell and Ithaca College campus news, 
interviews, editorials 
8:00 p.m. The Scene-with this week's featured band "The 
Back Alley" 
8:30 p.m. Infinite Hori::.ons-a special film series 
Coach Carlton Wood saw signs 
of life in his offense for the first 
time in two weeks on Saturday. 
The Ithacans had been held to 
three goals in their last three 
games, but equaled that output 
in the Fisher game. Steve Kuz-
man with one goal and one 
assist, and Terry Habecker with 
two asists, were the standouts 
and, along with Jerry Gardner and 
Dale Dirk, will carry the offen-
sive load against R. I. T. 
PERSONAL: 
Defensively, Ray Fell will again 
I MIX'S ESSO 
l
'open 7 to :dnight daily 
WINTERIZING 
PLAYTIGERAMA 
Q Stop in for Double Tickets 
~ ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
i Cor. Buffal: & Meadow 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 3-9719 
WoU the young iadly who 
!Parked !her red! convertnlb~e 
001 front of the library last 
!Friday with two cases of 
Genesee Beer in the back,, 
please pick up the empties? 
GCN oncw. co .. ROCH .. N y 
Petrillose Cleaners 
1FAS1i0 rEIFFHCDlENT SIEIRVD<CIE trOR All.IL Y©llJIR 
WIEIEK!EN[D) <CILIEANDNG NfEIEfOS 
FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY 
I 
Ground fFloorr of Dorm 7 2 
204 W. SenecCD St. 
J;' 
. ! 
.. , 
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Co Wo Post Do-w-ns 
Boimbers in 
Well-Fought G-amle 
by Jame'S San Marco 
Last Saturday the Bombers con-
tinued playing their Dr. Jekyl 
and Mr. Hyde role; falling be-
hind in the first half 21-0 and 
then outscoring the visiting Post 
Pioneers 14-6 in the second. The 
loss left the Bombers with a 2-4 
record while Post gained its 
fourth victory in six tries. 
It was by far the best game 
that Ithaca bas played all year; 
however, a number of mistakef!, 
namely fumbles, interceptions, 
and penalties, ended whatever 
chances the Bombers might have 
had in winning the game. 
J.C. pulled a number of sur-
prises, among them switching 
leading rusher and Quarterback 
Scooter Giroux to Halfback and 
starting Senior signal caller 
:... Frank Slattery · at the QB posi-
tion. This proved to be an ex-
cellent move on the part of Coach 
Jim Butterfield as Giroux gained 
over 80 yards on 20 carries and 
Slattery picked up 95 yards on 
18 carries. Other offensive stand-
outs for the Bombers were Full-
back Bob Armstrong, who con-
tributed a number of key blocks 
and Sophmore Ron Howell, who 
was the game's leading rusher 
with 114 yards on 24 carries. 
Coach Butterfield had this to 
say in regard to the defensive 
unit. "George Kiley played bis 
best ball game of the season and 
Chuck Schirmer did his usual 
good job. Tom Tyksinski did 
ano°'1er good job for us, overall 
it was our best team effort. Our 
defensive weaknesses are in the 
secondary." 
With this game now a thing of 
the past, J.C. is readying itself 
for the Bridgeport game. In-
juries have now depleted the 
Bomber ranks even more. The 
loss of End Bob Schneider and 
Center Mike Barton may prove to 
be costly. Nevertheless, the 
Bombers will certainly give it 
everything they have as they 
have continually done throughout 
the year. Good Luck Fellas!!!!!!! 
C. W. Post 7 14 0 6-27 
Ithaca College O O 7 7-14 
CWP Edgar 22 pass from Carr 
(Bird kick). 
CWP Sinden 1 run (Bird kick). 
CWP Sindell 1 run (Bird kick). 
IC Armstrong 3 run (Bonney 
kick). 
CWP Goldstein 22 pass from Carr. 
IC Slattery 1 run (Bonney kick). 
Statistics 
First Downs 
Rushing Yardage 
Passing Yardage 
Passes 
Intercepted by 
Punts 
Yards Penalized 
Fumbles Lost 
Post I.e. 
17 22 
104 322 
212 65 
12-19 5-23 
3 1 
3-35 2-34.5 
55 70 
1 3 
Officials: Referee, John Weg-
erski; umpire, Louis F. McKenna; 
linesman, William T. Richards; 
field judge, Michael Bojack Jr. 
Attendance 2,000. 
Booters Win 
Over Cortland 
. ' i· 
l ! 
The soccer team completed 
last weeks' games with a split, 
one win, and a loss which made 
the Bombers 6 and 3 for the 
year. The team beads into the 
final two games of the season 
this week with a game against 
R.LT. Wednesday and the final 
game of the season next Monday 
against U .. of R. at home on Al-
len Field. 
may have been able to gain this 
distinction if they had wanted to, 
but as they say, desire is the 
prerecquisite for any winner. 
Goalie Joe Lapierre was called 
out of the nets late in the fourth 
quarter to score the .Ithacans' lone 
tally on a penalty kick. This says 
a lot for the ability of the Ithaca 
forwards. Captain Steve Kuzman 
and Co-Captain Ray Fell played 
well for the Bombers as did 
Dave Fortuna. 
' ;, 
\',' 
~{· 
Cortland 2 Ithaca 1 
The Bombers did it again, 
turning in the worst collective 
performance of the year against 
a mediocore Red Dragon team. 
It must be said that the Cortland 
team wanted this game and went 
out and outhustled the Bombers 
for the entire game. This game 
ended any Ithacan hopes for a 
post-season bid. The Bombers 
-A 
Cl> 
u, 
0 
Ithaca 3 St. John Fischer 2 
The Ithacans managed to 
squeak by a rapidly improving 
Fischer team 3-2. Jerry Gardener, 
Dave Fortuna, and Steve Kuzman 
scored for the Bombers as the 
revamped forward line begin to 
jell in this contest. Fortuna 
played the best game of bis col-
legiate career as he hustled con-
tinually throughout the after-
noon. Coach Weed began looking 
to next season in this game as 
he manipulated players through-
out the afternoon in an attempt 
to evaluate the position potential 
of returning players for next 
year. 
It should be noted that 
Ray Fell completed his college 
playing career Saturday and will 
go down in the Bomber annals 
as one of_the best to ever play 
for Ithaca. Even though he will 
miss the last two games this sea-
on, Fell without a doubt was, 
and will remain, the · Bombers 
Most Valuable Player ior the sea-
son. Fell's continual outstanding 
play has kept the Bombers in 
contention in all but one of this 
seasons' games. The team will be 
hard pressed to find or muster 
up enough extra hustle to off set 
Fell's absence. 
li C Will Battle 
Bridgeport 
by Mike Hinkelman 
This week, the Ithaca College be nicknamed Oh Jesus, as in 
Bombers will journey to Bridge- "Oh Jesus, there he goes 
port, Conn. to do battle with the again". . . . Johnny Cartwright, 
Purple Knights of the University Navy quarterback, who ranks as 
of Bridgeport Saturday night. the tenth leading passer in the 
Coach Nick Nicolau's charges country, has already broken 
boasted a 1-3 record going into several of the heralde'tf.- Roger 
last week's night clash with Mont- Staubach's aerial records, and be-
clair State. , fore the season is over, Cart-
In spite of its disappointing wright could w:ell be the greatest 
record thus far, Bridgeport has passer the Middies have ever 
an excellent defense. The Pur- bad. . . . Staubach, you'll recall, 
pie Knights were 7-3 last season, led Navy to a 9-1 record in 1963 
the best in the school's pigskin and a· Cotton Bowl appearance, 
history, and defense was the and was the recipient of the Reis-
dominant theme. Seven starters man Trophy as the outstanding 
return from that defensive array collegiate player in the land. • • . 
last season, which intercepted 26 Speaking of the Reisman Trophy, 
passes and recovered 18 fumbles. this annual award is, more often 
Heading the contingent are Wes than not, awarded to an out-
DuBois, an All-New England half· standing senior player, who estab-
back, and safetyman Pete Pelis- lisbed himself as a star earlier in 
sier. Other defensive standouts his varsity career .••. However 
include ends Peter Noyes and there have been exceptions t~ 
Jim Quinn, tackle Craig Peters, this down through the years since 
and linebackers Dick Williams the inception of this award in 
and Russ Goyette.. 1935. . . . Staubach, himself, was 
OffE,nsively, the Bridgeport a junior when he was presented 
backfield is intact, but the line the coveted award. . . . Perhaps 
was depleted through graduation 1967 will also be "Reisman ex-
losses, .and sophomores have been ception year," what with the ban-
counted upon to plug up the gaps ner seasons being enjoyed by 
here. The backfield is anchored 0. J. Simpson, and Leroy Keyes 
by quarterback Joe Santos, and among others ..•. As for predic-
veteran halfbacks Kevin Kopka, tions, the season record is 19-14 
John Howe, and Stan Mosiej. for .575 .•.. This week's choices: 
Sophomore speedsters Darrick Ithaca over Bridgeport--But ,,it 
Warner and Joe Bartek add will be close. 
punch to the Bridgeport offense. Yale over Dartmouth - IVY 
All-New England tackle Joe League championship may binge 
DeFonce is the only returning on the outcome of this one, and 
starter on the line. Coach Nico- the Elis are hungry bulldogs. 
Iau hopes to fill the void with Notre Dame over Navy - But 
guards John Moran and Rocco not before Johnny Cartwright 
DeCarlo, center Wayne Bonfietti, tests the Irish's vaunted defense. 
and ends John Hulme and Pat Air Force over Army - Upset 
Carroll, all of whom were re- special for this week. 
serve linemen a year ago. Nico- Oklahoma aver Colorado - The 
Iau also has a flock of sopbo- Big Eight Championship· is up for 
mores who could correct the line grabs in this one. ' 
problem. Elsewhere, Cornell over Colum-
0 ° 0 bia, Syracuse over Pitt, UCLA 
Hot off the Grid: Roger Valdi- over Oregon State, USC over 
serri, Sports Information Direc- California, George over Houston, 
tor at Notre Dame, has the right Penn State over Maryland, Flori-
idea when he suggests that O. J. da over Auburn, and Texas over 
(Orange Juice) Simpson should SMU. 
HOCKEY TEAM 
1967 01968 Schedule 
1967 H Friday 
A Saturday 
H Saturday 
December 1 Brockport State 
2 Oswego State 
9 Boston State 
H Wednseday 
A Saturday 
13 Syracuse Univ. 
16 Buffalo Univ. 
Christmas 
H MacDon~ (Montreal) 6 
1968 A Wednesday January 10 
A Thursday 11 
A Friday 12 
H Saturday 
H Friday 
A Saturday 
H Saturday 
H Friday 
A Wednesday 
A Saturday 
A Sunday 
11 Friday 
A Saturday 
1967 A Saturday 
H Friday 
1968 H Saturday 
A Wednesday 
January 20 
Feb. 
26 
2:1 
3, 
9 
14 
17 
18 
23 
March 2 
Dec. 2 
8 
Jan. 20 
Feb. 7 
Vacation 
Thursday 
Boston State 
Salem State 
Massachusetts 
Institute of 
Tech. 
Rochester Institute 
of Technology 
Rochester Institute 
of Technology 
Merrimack College 
Buffalo Univ. 
Oswego State 
Rochester Institute 
of Technology 
Hamilton College 
Brockport State 
Salem State 
Oswego 
Oswego 
Canton Tech. 
Rochester Institute 
of Technology 
Canton Tech. 
Rochester Institute 
A Wednesday Feb. 14 of Technology , 
A Saturday March 2 Oswego 
(H-Home Games played at Cornell's Lynah Rink) 
ITHACA COLLEGE FRESHMAN HOCKEY 
1967-1968 Schedule 
(H-Home games played at Cornell's Lynah Rink) 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 
9:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00·p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
SPORTS 
Sports Desk 
By PAM DAVIS 
. Attention I.C: Girlsl There's still time to ioin 2nd block 
~ntramurals. Bowhng and Volleyball teams are being organ. 
,zed. See your W.A.A. dorm representative. 
• All 1.C. Girls interested in competing on the Women's 
Swim Team contact Mrs. Anderson in her Office #19 in the 
~hys. Ed._ Building. Plans and practice schedules are now going 
into effect. 
Pete Larson, last year's star running black for Cornell has 
been promoted from the Washington Redskins farm te~ t<l\, 
the parent ballclub in time for last week's ballgame against thl, 
C:olts. Larson replaced troublemaker Joe Don Looney. With all 
his talent Looney can't make it with anyone. He must really 
be bad for team morale. With the dropping of Looney from the · 
squad you could probably use the same quote that Phillie 
mai:iager 9.~ne M~uch-used upon the dropping ofylayboy Bo 
~elmsky, Sometimes you add by subtracting." This may be 
Just the break Larson needs to make it in the bigs as the 
Redskins must think highly of Pete. 
The football Giants may ~ot win it ·all this year but the 
~rade they made to ge_t Scramblmg Fran Tarkenton sure is pav. 
mg off Jiandsome d1v1dends. The Giants had to give up a l~t 
to acquire Fran but they certainly picked up a class performen', 
It only 'took the Georgia Peach a matter of a few games before 
he had won the hearts of the Giant loyals. Tarkenton to Jones 
ranks ~s one of the mos~ feared pass threats in the Pros today. 
The Giants can now strike from anywhere on the field and are 
neve~ out of_ a ballgame. They are a most exciting team to watch 
and now wt1h the return of ex-Cornellian Pete Gogolak loom as 
an ~ven mo_re potent attack. If only the Giants could bolster 
their defensive front four they coul~ be the talk of the league. 
The Mara Men have probably the fmcst receiving corps in foot-
ball today and even in loosing do it with a flare for drama. 
Soccer 
STATISTICS 
G A 
Gardner 6 0 
Dirk 4 1 
Habecker 1 4 
Kuzman 2 3 
Goal Tending 
Games Saves Avg. 
Lapierre 
Rushing 
Giroux 
Howell 
Pass Receiving 
Guenther 
Punting -
Schirmer 
Scaring 
Howell 
Armstrong 
Bonney 
Pas.sing 
Slattery 
Giroux 
Punt Returns 
Marangi 
Atts. 
63 
39 
7 85 12.1 
Football 
TEAM LEADERS 
Att. Gain 
98 538 
121 484 
_NO'. Yds. 
16 121 
No. Yds. 
25 803 
TD P.A.T. 
6 0 
3 0 
0 11 
No, 
14 
Comp. 
18 
10 
YM. 
168 
149 
Yds. 
174 
TP 
Goals 
Avg. 
8 
F.G. 
0 
0 
1 
Int. 
7 
5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
11Lights - ·Action - Cue Announcer'' 
?t«e FOOTBALL 
lo,~ 
Ave. 
1.14 
Ave. 
5.4 ,.· 
4.0 
T.D . 
0 
Ave . 
32.1 
Total . 
36 I 18 
14 
T.D. 
0 
0 
Ave. 
12.4 
~. 
IC vs. U. of Bridgeport 
LIVE f.rom Brid,geport, Conn. 
SATURDAY AT 7:30 P.M. 
with 
Dow 
Bekman 
WICB 
• l 
600AM 
Gene 
Slater 
91.7 FM 
''FOOTBALL AS IT HAPPENS11 
